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Section 51 of the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act does not inter

fere with the inherent right which the Supreme Court of Canada

in common with every superior court has incident to its juris

diction to enquire into and judge of the regularity or abuse of

its process and to quash writ of habeas corpus and subsequent

proceedings thereon when in the opinion of the court such writ

has been improvidently issued by judge of said court The

said section does not constitute the individual judges of the

Supreme Court of Canada separate and independent courts nor

confer on the judges jurisdiction outside of and independent

of the court and obedience to writ issued under said section

cannot be enforced by the judge but by the court which alone

can issue an attachment for contempt in not obeying its process

Fournier and Henry JJ dissenting

Per Strong J.The words of section 51 expressly giving an appeal

when the writ of habeas corpus has been refused or the prisoner

remanded must be attributed to the excessive caution of the

legislature to provide all due protection to the subject in the

matter of personal liberty and not to an intention to deprive

the court of the right to entertain appeals from and revise

rescind and vary orders made under this section

PRESENTSir Ritchie C.J and Strong Fournier Henry
and Taschereau JJ

Section 51 of the Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act provides
that any judge oJ the Supreme Court shall have concurrent juris
diction with the courts or judges of the several provinces to issue

the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum for the purpose of an

enquiry into the cause of commitment in any criminal case under

any Act of the Parliament of Canada and

if the judge shall refuse the writ or remand the prisoner an appeal

shall lie to the court
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The right to issue writ of habeas corpus being limited by section 51 1886

to an enquiry into the cause of commitment in any criminal case

under any Act of the Parliament of Canada such writ cannot ROBERT

be issued in case of murder which is case at coiimon law EVAN

Fournier and Henry JJ dissenting
SPRoULE

Per Fournier and Henry JJ dissentingThe restriction imposed by

section 51 to an enquiry into the cause of commitment in any

criminal case under any Act of the Parliament of Canada is

merely intended to exclude any enquiry into the cause of commit

ment for the infraction of some provincial law and the words in

any criminal case were inserted to exclude the habeas corpus

in civil matters it is sufficient to give jurisdiction if the commit

ment be in virtue of an Act of the Parliament of Canada

Query_Is section 51 of the Supreme and Exchequer Court ultra

vires

Semble that when judge in province has the right to issue writ

of habeas corpus returnable in term as well as in vacation judge

of the Supreme Court might make the writ he authorizes return

able in said court in term as well as immediately Fournier

and Henry JJ dissenting

An application to the court to quash writ of habeas corpus as un

providently issued may be entertained in the absence of the

prisoner Henry dissenting

After conviction for felony by court having general jurisdiction

over the offence charged writ of habeas corpus is an inappro

priate remedy

If the record of superior court produced on an application for

writ of habeas corpus contains the recital of facts requisite to

confer jurisdiction it is conclusive and cannot be contradicted

by extrinsic evidence Henry dissenting

return by the sheriff to the writ setting out such conviction and

sentence and the affirmation thereof by the court of error is

good and sufficient return If actually written by him or under

his direction the return need not be signed by the sheriff6

Henry dIssenting

The Supreme Court of British Columbia is clothed with all the powers

and jurisdiction civil and criminal necessary or essential to the

full and perfect administration of justice civil or criminal in the

province powers as full and ample as those known to the com6

mon law and possessed by the superior courts of England6

The various statutes of British Columbia providing for the holding cf

Courts of Oyer and Terminer and General Gaol Delivery render

unnecessary commission to the presiding judge
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1885 Per Strong J.The power of issuing commission if necessary

belonged to the Lieutenant Governor of the province Henry

ROBERT Contra

Eva An order made pursuant to Dominion Statute 32 and 33 Vie ch 29

SPROuLE
see 11 directing change of venue would be sufficient although

containing no reference to any provision for expenses when the

indictment has been pleaded to and the trial proceeded with

without objection and even in court of error there could be

no valid objection to conviction founded on such order

Even if the writ of habeas corpus in this case had been rightly issued

the prisoner on the materials before the Judge was not entitled

to his discharge but should have been remanded

MOTION to quash writ of habeas corpus issued by

Henry .1 in chambers as being improvidently issued

The material facts presented to the court on the

motion are as follows

In June 1885 murderwas committed in the District

of Kootenay BC and RobertEvan Sproule was charged

with the commission of the crime and committed for

trial On the application of the Attorney General of

the province an order was made by the Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court of the province to change the

venue from Kootenay to the District of Victoria which

order was in the following words

BRITISH COLUMBIA
To wit

Whereas it appears to the satisfaction of me Matthew

Baillie Begbie Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

British Columbia judge who might hold or sit in the

court at which Robert Sproule prisoner now con

fined in New Westminster gaol under- warrant of

commitment given under the hand and seal of Arthur

Howell one of Her Majestys justices of the peace

in and for the Province of British Columbia is liable to

be indicted for that he the said Robert Sproule did

on the first day of Jane 1885 feloniously wil

fully an4 of his malice aforeth9ught kill and murder

one Thomas flammill that it is expedient that the
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trial of the said Robert Sproule should be held in 1886

the city of Victoria being place other than that in

which the said offence is supposed to have been corn- RJBERT

mitted SPROULE

do order that the trial of the said Robert Sproule

shall be proceeded with at the Court of Oyer and Ter

miner and General Gaol Delivery to be holden at the

city of Victoria and do order the keeper of the New

Westminster gaol to deliver the said Robert Sproule

to the keeper of the gaol at Victoria city and do order

and command you the keeper of the said gaol at Vic

toria city to receive the said Robert Sproule into

your custody in the said gaol and there safely keep

him until he shall be thence delivered by due course

of the law

Dated at Victoria this 18th October 1885

Signed MATT BEGBIE Cf
The prisoner was then indicted and tried at Victoria

found guilty and sentenced to death writ of error

was subsequently granted and return made to the

Supreme Court of British Columbia In making up

the record on the writ of error it appeared that the order

to change the venue contained no provision for pay

ment by the Crown of increased expenses to the

prisoner in holding the trial at Victoria and the Chief

Justice thereupon signed the following order

CANADA
Province of British Columbia

REGINA ROBERT SPR0tJLE

At the City of Victoria Tuesday the thirteenth day of

October A.D 1885

tpon motion of Mr .E Irving of counsel for the

Crown in the presence and hearing of Robert

Sproule person charged with and committed to stand

his trial for having on the 1st day of June AD 1885

at Kootenay Lake in the bailiwick of the sheiff of
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1886 Kootenay in the Province of British Columbia

IT feloniously wilfully and of his malice aforethought
ROBERT

killed and murdered one Thomas HammillVAN
SPROULE And upon hearing Mr Theodore Davie of counsel for

the said Robert Sproule and it appearing to my satis

faction that it is expedient to the ends of justice that

the trial of the said Robert Sproule for the alleged

crime should be held at the city of Victoria

And Mr Irving now undertaking on behalf of the

Crown to abide by such order as the judge who may
preside at the trial may think just to meet the equity of

the eleventh section of 3238 Vic cap 29 intituled

An Act respecting procedure in criminal cases and

other matters relating to criminal law such being

the conditions which think proper to prescribe

Sir Matthew Baillie Begbie Knight Chief Justice

of British Columbia and being judge who might hold

or sit in the court at which the said Robert Sproule is

liable to be indicted for the cause aforesaid do hereby

order that the trial of the said Robert Sprôule shall

be proceeded with at the city of Victoria in the said

province at the Court of Oyer and Terminer and

General Gaol Delivery to be holden at the said city

on Monday the 23rd day of November 1885 next

And order that the said Robert Sproule be

removed hence to the gaol at the City of Victoria and

that the keeper of the said gaol do receive the said Robert

Sproule into his custody in the said gaol and him

safely keep until he shall thence be delivered by due

course of law

Signed MATT BEGBIE 0.3

This order was placed in the record as the order for

change of venue The counsel for the prisoner alleged

diminution of the record on the ground that this order

was not the true order made for change of venue and

was not in existence at the time of the trial and also
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that an application which he had made at the close of 1886

the trial for the polling of the jury should appear on le
the record Both these points were overruled by the IBERT

court SPROULE

The substantial matters of error assigned upon the

record and argued before the full court were

That the indictment did not show the alleged

offence to have been committed within the jurisdiction

of the court or within the realm at all the only venue

which appeared being British Columbia to wit

which since the province was divided into judicial

districts was no venue

That there was no valid order to change the venue

and the Court of Oyer and Terminer at Victoria had no

authority to try the prisoner and

That the court was held under commission from

the Lieutenant Governor of the province and was not

properly constituted court as the Governor General

only could issue the commission

These grounds of error were all overruled by the

unanimous decision of the court and the prisoner was

remanded to gaol

The counsel for the prisoner then applied to Mre

Justice Henry of the Supreme Court of Canada for

writ of habeas corpus and the learned judge granted

the following rule nisi

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

Monday the 3rd day of May A.D 186

Upon hearing Mr DAlton McCarthy Q.O as of counsel

for Robert Evan Sproule and upon reading the affidavits

of Theodore Davie filed respectively on the 3rd May
1886

do order that the sheriff for Vancouver Island

James lEliphlet McMillan Esquire do show cause before

me at my chambers at the Supreme Court house in the

city of Ottawa on Saturday the twenty-second day of
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1886 May instant why writ of habeas corpus ad subjici

endurn should not issue to the said sheriff requiring

him to bring before the court the body of the said

SPROULE Robert Evan Sprouletogether with the day and cause

of his detention and why in the event of this order or

rule being made absolute or the writ being allowed

the said Robert Evan Sproule should not be discharged

without the writ of habeas corpus actually issuing and

without the prisoner being personally brought before

the court

Signed HENRY

Judge of the Supreme Court of Canada

On the return of the rule nisi McCarthy Q.C and

Theodore Davie appeared for the prisoner and Burbidge

Q.C and Gormufly for the Crown and the same

grounds were taken and argued as had previously been

urged before the Supreme Court of British Columbia

on the writ of error the counsel for the Crown contend.

mg in addition to the points involved in the case

itself that as there was no appeal from the decision on

the writ of error the court being unanimous the

prisoner should not be allowed to take this proceeding

which was virtually an appeal and so evade the statute

His Lordship having heard the argument ordered the

issue of the writ of habeas corpus delivering the follow

ing judgment

HENRY J.This is an order to show cause why
writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum should not issue

to the sheriff of Vancouver Island British Columbia

to bring up the body of the above named Robert Evan

Sproule together with the day and cause of his deten

tion in the custody of the said sheriff and why in the

event of the allowance of the said writ the said Robert

Evan Sproule should not be discharged from the said

custody without the actual issue of the said writ or the
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attendance of the said Robert Evan Sproule before me 1886

The order was duly served upon the sheriff of Van- In re

couver Island and upon the Attorney eneral of British RJBERT

Columbia and on the argument before me on the SPROULE

twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth days of May last past

cause was shown on behalf of the Crown against the

discharge of the prisoner

The argument on both sides was able and exhaus

tive and my labor and inquiry much less than would

otherwise have been necessary

Having since been occupied however in the hearing

of arguments in term or session of the court and in

delivering judgment in other cases in court have not

been able to prepare my judgment at an earlier date

The case is novel one particularly in the Domin

ion and required and has had my best consideration

The judges of the Supreme Court of Canada derive

their authority in regard to writs of habeas corpus ad

sub/iciendum from the 51st section of the Supreme and

Exchequer Court Act of the Dominion passed in 1875

which is as follows

Any judge of the Supreme Court shall have concurrentjurisdic

tion with the courts or judges of the several provinces to issue the

writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum for the purpose of an inquiry

into the cause of commitment in any criminal case under any Act

of the Parliament of Canada

The Supreme Court of British Columbia has com

plete cognizance of all pleas whatsoever and has

jurisdiction in all cases civil as well as criminal aris

ing within the said colony of British Columbia

That court has and its judges have full jurisdiction in

respect of the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum and

the judges of this court have therefore under the 51st

section have cited the same jurisdiction

Having then such jurisdiction the next inqthry is as

to its applicability to the circumstances of this case

It is not appellate but original deriving its power
10
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1886 and authority from the section before-mentioned

In such case we cannot in any way review the

RJEIRT decision of court of competent jurisdiction but must

SPROULE confine our consideration to the question of jurisdic

tion over the subject-matter in question exercised by

court and resulting in the conviction and sentence of

person charged with criminal offence If the court

before whom the prisoner in this case was tried and

convicted had the necessary jurisdiction cannot inter

fere This position was taken on the argument and

well sustained by binding authorities

The authorities go however as effectually to sustain

the proposition that when ascertaining the cause of the

commitment of prisoner it is shown that the court

had no jurisdiction to try and convict him he is enti

tled by law to his discharge The law has provided

the mode and manner for trying parties accused of

crimes and the courts before whom they are to be

tried and no one can be legally sentenced unless tried

and convicted by competent authority and according to

law If any necessary link in the chain to constitute

jurisdiction be wanting no one can be legally pun
ished If the judge who presides at criminal trial be

without proper authority in regard to such trial the

conviction is nullity and so in all other cases where

from any cause there was not jurisdiction and when

such want of jurisdiction is made to appear it must

necessarily result in the discharge of the convicted party

Numerous authorities might be cited to sustain that

proposition

cannot in this connection do better than quote from

the judgment of Chief Justice Cockburn in Martiz

Mackonochie

It seems to me must say strange argument in court of jus

tice to say that when as the law stands formal proceedings are in

strict 1awrequired yet if no substantial injustice has been done by
at page 7Th
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dealing summarily with defendant the proceedings should be 1886

upheld In court of law such an argument convenienti is surely
In re

inadmissible In criminal proceeding the question is not alone ROBERT

whether substantial justice has been done but whether justice has EVAN
SPROULE

been done according to law All proceedings in pcenam are it need

scarcely be observed srictissimi juris nor should it be forgotten IIenry

that the formalities of law though here and there they may lead to

the escape of an offender are intended on the whole to insure the

safe administration of justice and the protection of innocence and

must be observed

party accused has the right to insist on them as matter of

right of which he cannot be deprived against his will and the judge

must see that they are followed He cannot set himself above the

law which he has to administer or make or mould it to suit the

exigencies of particular occasion Though murderer should be

taken red-handed in the act if there is flaw in the indictment the

criminal must have the benefit of it If the law is imperfect it is

for the legislature to amend it The judge must administer it as

he finds it And the procedure by which an offender is to be tried

though but ancillary to the application of the substantive law and

to the ends of justice is as much part of the law as the substantive

law itself The law constitutes given act an offence As

such it attaches to it given punshisment But it prescribes

plenary course of procedure by which if at all the offence is to be

brought home to party charged with having committed it If

court having jurisdiction over the offence takes upon itself to sub

stitute different and more summary method of proceeding surely

this is to make the court as it were supersede the law

The prisoner was indicted at Victoria and tried

there under an indictment which is as follows

BRITISH COLUMBIA

To wit

The jurors for our Lady the Queen upon their oath present that

Robert Sproule on the first day of June in the year of our Lord

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five feloniously wilfully

and of his malice aforethought did kill and mur1er one Thomas

Hammill against the peace of our Lady the Queen her Crown and

dignity

The homicide of Hammill took place at or near to

Kootenay in British Columbia distant from Victoria

about seven hundred miles The province was by several

Acts of itslegislature the last of which was in 1885
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1886

In re

ROBERT
EVAN

SPROETLE

Henry

divided into judicial districts or circuits and courts of

assize and nisi prius and of oyer arid terminer and gen
eral gaol delivery were provided to be held at each of

the undermentioned places at the times mentioned in

the Act that is to say at the city of Victoria at the

city of Nanaimo at the city of New Westminster and

at other places including the bailiwick of Kootenay

Before the trial it is shown bcr affidavit that an order

for change of venue to Victoria was made and signed

by the learned Chief Justice of British Columbia That

order was subsequently considered and ro doubt pro

perly defective as it made no provision as required

by the statute for such conditions as to the payment

of any additional expenses thereby caused to the

accused as the court or judge may think proper to

prescribe The prisoner previous to the making of

that order was in custody for crime alleged to have

been committed by him within the bailiwick of the

sheriff of Kootenay but was taken by some process

the nature of which does not appear before the learned

Chief Justice and by his order before referred to com

mitted for trial to the custody of the sheriff of Van

couver where he was during the trial and now is It

has been satisfactorily shown by affidavit that the

only order for change of venue in existence at the

time of the trial of the prisoner was the one before-

mentioned If that order is defective then the trial of

the prisoner was without authority

By law the trial should have been had in the baili

wick where the homicide took place unless the venue

for the trial was changed as by law prescribed and

required The right of the court or judge to order

change of venue in criminal case is upon the condition

following But such order shall be made upon such

conditions as to the payment of any additional expense

thereby caused to the accused as the court or judge
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may think proper to prescribe

When it may be the case that prisoner charged Tn re

with an offence is without means to provide for his

defence at place distant from the ordinary place
SPROULE

of trial to change the venue without at the same Henry

time making provision for the additional expense WOUId

practically prevent him from making any defence and

the order for doing so would be manifestly unjust

The legislature has therefore properly and humanely

provided that the court or ajudge meaning no doubt the

court or judge making the order shall consider all the

circumstances in relation to the change of venue and

make the order conditional upon the payment of any

additional expense thereby caused The statute requires

the court or judge to decide in his discretion as to

the payment of any additional expense The trial in

this case took place six or seven hundred miles from

Kootenay and the prisoner before being tried had the

right to the opinion and decision of the judge as to the

amount to be previously paid to him say previously

paid because for good and palpable reasons the statute

has clearly made the decision of the judge and the pay
ment of the additional expense as settled by him con

ditions precedent to the operation of the order Those

conditions not having been prescribed peremptory

order was made which think was wholly unwarranted

and void

have considered this matter from the position shown

in the affidavits read on behalf of the prisoner made by

Theodore Davie Esquire counsel of the prisoner who
in one of them says That the order in the above

matter as drawn up and in existence at the time of

the trial of the said Robert Evan Sproule referred to

in the affidavit of James McMillan filed herein on

the 22nd of May instant was in the words and

figures of the document hereunto annexed and marked
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1886 and not otherwise Annexed to that affidavit is

In re the copy of the order purporting to have been made on

REOBERT the 13t.h October 1885 by the learned Chief Justice of

SPR0ULE British Columbia and it contains no reference whatever

Henry to the matter of the additional expenses of the prisoner

In another affidavit which is referred to in the order

herein the same deponent stated that on the 13th day

of October 1885 the said Robert Evan Sproule was

brought in custody before His Lordship the Hon Sir

Matthew Baillie Begby Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of British Columbia at the Supreme Court house

at the city of Victoria aforesaid whereupon an application

was made on behalf of the Crown the result of which

was that an order was made by the said Chief Justice

and drawn up and signed by him directing the trial to

proceed at the city of Victoria instead of at Kootenay

without imposing any terms or conditions Accompany

ing the last-mentioned affidavit verified copy of the

record of the trial was produced and in that affidavit

the said Theodore Davie further says The order for

change of venue set out in the second and third pages

of the said exhibited copy record was not in existence

at the time of the trial and sentence but was drawn up

and signed and issued subsequently Before proceed

ingto assign errors upon the record alleged diminu

tion of the record and applied for certiorari upon my
own affidavit showing that the order for change of

venue set out in the record was not the true one or in

existence at the time of the trial and judgment

The court after hearing argument

overruled the same

Here then the error alleged was brought by affidavit

to the notice of the court but the allegations of error

were overruled Should they have been if the facts are

truly stated in the affidavits referred to The court

was asked to correct the record for the reasons alleged
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but declined to do so without showing in its judgment 1886

why have however been furnished with the reasons

of the learned judges i.n report of the argument and RBEET

strange to say the allegation that the order for the SPROULE

change of venue as appearing in the record was made

up after the trial and sentence of the prisoner is not

referred to The fact is neither admitted nor denied

The order purports to have been made and signed by

the learned Chief Justice If so made he was in

position to affirm or deny the allegation It purports

to have been made on the 13th of October 1885 the

same date with the order shown by the affidavit of Mr

Davie to have been made and signed on that day If

two orders were made on that day the fact could easily

and should have been shown When delivering judg.

ment in the matter the learned Chief Justice said

We are all of opinion that the order of the 13th October

1885 for the removal of the trial to Victoria was

good and proper order under sec 11 of the Canadian

Procedure Act 1869 ch 29 and that the condition as

to costs was an expedient and sufficient condition

The learned Chief Justice then dealt with contention

of Mr Davie that the statute only applied to case of

change of venue after an indictment found but made

no reference to the allegation under oath of Mr Davie

that although it appeared as if made on the 13th

October 1885 it was not in fact made or in existence

till after the trial and sentence can hardly think any

respectable counsel or any other sane person would

have the temerity to make such statement to the court

if unfounded when he knew one of the learned judges

must know that it was so but the allegation having

been made and not in any way contradicted the truth

of it must be assumed The reference of the Chief

Justice is to the order appearing in the record but he

does not say that it was made before the trial and
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1886 therefore does not contradict the statement otherwise

In re of Mr Davie in regard to it Whether the record must

POBERT be received as conclusive is however another matter

SPROULE and one will hereafter deal with If then the order

as shown in the record was not made before the trial

some one is answerable for antedating it or the record

assigned wrong date to it There can be no reasonable

doubt that two orders were in fact made the one last

referred to as think being intended to supply what

was considered fatal defect in the previous one It

would be absurd to say that an order made after the

trial held in wrong place could relate back and give

jurisdiction where none existed when the trial took

place It would be like the case of an execution for

murderwithout conviction

have already given it as my opinion that the order

alleged to have been first made was defective and as

find that the other was not made till after the trial and

sentence think the trial of the prisoner was impro

perly and illegally removed to Victoria but should

be wrong in my conclusion that the order set forth in

the record was not made till after the trial will con

sider the question of its validity if made as it purports

to have been on the 18th October 1885 After setting

out that it appeared to the satisfaction of the learned

Chief Justice who made it that it was expedient to the

ends of justice that the trial of the said Robert Evan

Sproule for the alleged crime should be held at the city

of Victoria His Lordship ordered as follows

And Mr Irving now undertaking on behalf of the crown to abide

by such order as the judge who may preside at the trial may think

just to meet the equity of the eleventh section of the 32 33 Vic

chap 29 intituled An Act respecting procedure in criminal case

and other matters relating to Criminal Law Such being the con

ditions which think proper to prescribe Sir Matthew Baillie

Begbie Knight Chief Justice of British Columbis and being judge

who might hold or sit in the court at which the said Robert Evan
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Sproule is liable to be indicted for the cause aforesaid do hereby 1886

order that the trial of the said Robert Sproule shall be proceeded

with at the city of Victoria in the said province at the Court of RoBERT

Oyer and Terminer and General Gaol Delivery to be holden at the EVAN

said city on Monday the 23rd day of November 1885 SPROULE

Is that then valid order within the terms of the

statute that requires the court or the judge that makes

the order to prescribe and by which to settle the con

ditions as to the payment of the additional expense

The statute gave no power of delegation to the court or

judge The allowance of additional expenses might be

to enable prisoner to secure the attendance of wit

nesses for his defence and poor man would require

provision to be made for their attendance by the

judge who makes an order of the kind To postpone

the consideration until the trial would in some cases

be virtual denial of that which the statute has pro

vided for The wrong would be done and if the pri

soner should have been convicted what benefit as to

the trial would be an order from the presiding judge

for additional expenses The clear intention of the

provision was to put the prisoner in no worse pecu

niary position as to his trial in the case of change of

venue The court or judge applied to for an order

for that purpose should on proper and necessary

inquiry decide as to the amount if the inquiry satis

fied him additional expense would be incurred and

insert it in the order and having done so the pay
ment should be considered condition precedent to

the operation of the order

In no other way could the interests of prisoner be

sufficiently protected for if once removed he would

have no security that the additional expenses would

be furnished to him in sufficient time before his trial

and he should not be left to depend on the undertaking

of any irresponsibleperson In this case the learned

judge seemsto have made no inquiry whatever before
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1886 making the order He decided nothing as to the mat

ter but made the order upon Mr Irvings undertaking

on the part of the Crown to abide by an order to he

SPROULE subsequently made by the judge who might preside at

the trial

judges order of such character is consider

void and must be so considered in all cases where the

terms upon which the statute allows it to be made are

not fulfilled and where the judge does not himself

first do what the statute enjoins as necessary to give

him jurisdiction over the subject-matter party

accused of the committal of crime is required by the

law to be tried in the bailiwick where it is alleged to

have been committed The grand jury there are to

find an indictment against him before he can be put

on his trial and twelve good and lawful men of that

bailiwick form necessary part of the tribunal If

the order for the change of venue is defective as in

this case hold it is the grand jury of no other place

could find bill of indictment against him and no

other petit jury could legally be empanelled to try

him
Chief Justice Cockburn in his remarks in the case

before-mentioned and which repeat says
And the procedure by which an offender is to be tried though

but ancillary to the application of the substantive law and to the

end of justice is as much part of the law as the substantive law

itself

It was when deciding upon rule calling on Lord

Penzance the official principal of the Arches Court of

Canterbury and Martin to shew cause why writ of

prohibition should not issue to prohibit the said court

from publishing proceeding with or enforcing decree

of suspension ab officio et beneficlo made against the Rev

Alexander MacKonoohie clerk in suit Martin

Macifonochie such decree being one which was made

without jurisdiction It was contended and admitted
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that the Arches Court had jurisdiction over cases of the 1886

kind in question but only at the request of the Jiocesan In re

Court and that no such request was shown The writ
RT

of prohibition was granted because of the want of juris-
SPn0ULE

diction in the Court of Arches HenryJ

In this case think for the reasons have given

there was no jurisdiction to try the prisoner at Victoria

will now consider whether or not it is permissible

in case like the present to contradict the record

It is well understood that in great variety of cases

the record of court of competent jurisdiction is not

only conclusive evidence of the facts stated therein but

in many cases the only proof still where the jurisdic

tion is impeached it appears to me that the mere state

ments in record by which jurisdiction is shown
should not prevail where evidence by affidavit shows

conclusively that the statements are erroneous The

question of jurisdiction in proceeding like this being

raised think for the true and proper determination

of that question evidence should be admitted to show

that there was really no jurisdiction To state perhaps

an extreme case should man be hanged or punished

when it could be shown by extrinsic evidence that the

tribunal had no authority to try or convict him In

Crepps Durden et alio we find it stated

But question has occasionally arisen whether in cases where the

justices have proceeded without jurisdiction and have nevertheless

stated upon the face of the conviction matter showing jurisdiction

it be competent to the defendant to prove the want of jurisdiction

by affidavit

Tt certainly appears desirable that the court shoud have the

power to entertain the question of jurisdiction Some cases might

easily be suggested where not only great private but great public

inconvenience might arise from leaving an invalid order or convic

tion unreversed and great injustice might be caused by allowing

justices out of or in sessions by making their order or conviction

good upon the face of it to give themselves jurisdiction over

matters not entrusted to them by law

See Smiths Leading Cases 740
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1886 At page 241 of the same book we find it said

Supposing that the court below cannot be compelled by mandamus

ROBERT to show the defect of jurisdiction upon the record the next question

StROULE
is will the court above allow evidence of such defect of jurisdiction

to be laid before it by way of affidavit on the record being brought

Henry before it by writ of certiorari

In St James Westminster it was remarked by Mr Justice

Taunton judge whose obiter dicta are always worthy of the greatest

attention that this had been constantly done In The Iahabi

tant8 of Great Marlow an appointment of overseers good on the

face of it was allowed to be questioned by affidavit on the ground of

defect of jurisdiction and was finally quashed

The court in that case had taken time to consider as to the

practice with regard to receiving the affidavit and Mr Justice

Laurence mentioned several cases in which that course had been

pursued In the case of Justices of Cheshire the question

was good deal discussed and it seems to have been admitted that

affidavits might be looked at for the purpose of showing defect

of jurisdiction It cannot be disputed said Mr Justice Coleridge

in the latter case that there are many cases in which affidavits may
be looked at in order to ascertain whether there was jurisdiction or

not for suppose an order made which was good on the face of it

but which was not made by magistrate it is clear that this fact

may be shown to the court

And it seems to be settled by the later cases that defect of

jurisdiction may be shown by affidavit though the proceeding is so

drawn up as to appear valid on the face of it

See the judgments in Regina Bolton The Westbury Union

Case in re Penny and other cases

At page 743 Mr Smith says
It should seem that the Queens Bench Division will on certiorari

entertain affidavits where the conviction is good on the face of it

not only to show that preliminary matters required to give the

justice jurisdiction to enter upon an enquiry into the merits of the

case were wanting see Bolton Badger

Wood Justices of lctness 10 the judgments in

St Olaves District Board 11 and in re Smith 12.or that circuin

24l 66

East 244 17

23 400 49
66 10 230

314 11 529

660 12 227
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stances appeared in the course of the inquiry which ousted his juris- 1886

diction Nunneley Cridlancl Backhouse

Simpson but also that there was no evidence to ROBERT

prove some fact the existence of which was essential to establish EVAE
SPROULE

the offence charged

It seems also to be well settled by judgments in the Henry

United States that where it is shown that jurisdiction

over the subject-matter did not exist the statements of

facts in record of the highest court might be inquired

into by affidavit on the ground that if there was not

jurisdiction there was no legal record will refer to

few out of great many authorities that might be

cited

In Davis Packard in the Court ofErrors the

Chancellor speaking of domestic judgmentssays

If the jurisdiction of the court is general or unlimited both as to

parties and subject-matter it will be presumed to have had jurisclic

tion of the cause unless it appears affirmatively from the record or

by the showing of the party denying the jurisdiction of the court

that some special circumstances existed to oust the court of its

jurisdiction in that particular case

In Bloom Burdick Bronson says

The distinction between superior and inferior courts is not of much

importance in this particular case for whenever it appears that there

was want of jurisdiction the judgment will be void in whatever

court it was rendered

And in People iassels the same judge says
That no court or officer can acquire jurisdiction by the mere

assertion of it or by falsely alleging the existence of facts upon

which jurisdiction depends

In Harrington The People Paige expresses

the opinion that the jurisdiction of court whether

of general or limited jurisdiction may be inquired into

although the record of the judgment states facts giving

it jurisdiction He repeats the same view in Royes

853 Wend 327-332

352 Hill 130

30 .J 118 Hill 164

30 Barb 607
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1886 Butler and in Hard $hipman where he says of

inferior as well as superior courts that
ROBERT The record is never conclusive as to the recital of jurisdictional

Evv
SPEOULE

fact and that the defendant is always at liberty to show want of

jurisdiction although the record avers the contraryand that if the

Henry court had no jurisdiction it had no power to make record

The English cases which have cited are those before

justices but on principle can see no difference

between judgment of an inferior and one of superior

court when the question of jurisdiction is raised nor

can see why if the record of the former can be shown

to be erroneous or false as touching the matter of juris

diction the other cannot be for without jurisdiction

the acts of one must be void as well as those of the

other and therefore the rule in the one case should be

the same as in the other and in the cases have con

sulted in the courts in the United States the rule is

applied to their highest courts

could suggest many cases in which serious wrong

and injury might result if the jurisdiction of court

could not be attacked by evidence outside of the record

and in contradiclion of it showing the total want of

jurisdiction Suppose that there was no question that

commission of oyer and terminer and general goal

delivery was necessary and judge undertook to try

an accused person for high crime and the record showed

that he had legal commission authorizing him in the

premises but the fact was that no such commission

was ever issued or held by him and that the accused

was convicted and sentenced possibly as in this case

to forfeit his life would it not be gross prostitution

of the principles of common justice to shut out evi

dence tendered to show that the judge acted without

commission and therefore without any jurisdiction

On the same principle evidence to show that for any

other reason he had not jurisdiction should not be

Barb 613 Barb 621 623
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rejected It is proper to explain in this connection 1886

that copy of the record was submitted and relerred in re

to in the affidavit on behalf of the prisoner when the

order nisi was applied for and another copy was SPPOUIE

returned by the sheriff of Vancouver and put in by EkTIP

the Crown when showing cause against the order It

was therefore by both parties made part of the crtse

submitted for my decision and although the proceed

ings were not removed by certiorari the consideration

of it as to the question of jurisdiction was legitimat1y

submitted

Other objections to the jurisdiction were raised and

debated to which need not give the same amount of

consideration that would feel it necessary to do in

case my decision depended on the correct solution of

them

will however deal with one of them and refer to

the others The learned judge before whom the prisoner

was tried acted by authority of commission of oyer

and terminer and general gaol delivery issued by

the Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia and the

commission is set out in the returns The latter named

high functionary was then acting under commission

from the Governor General under the Imperial Con

federation Act of 1867 That commission authorizes

empowers requires and commands the Lieutenant

Governor in due manner to do and execute all things

that shall belong to his said command and the trust

reposed in him according to the several powers and

directions granted or appointed him by virtue of the

present commission and of the British North

America Act 1867 and according to such instructions

as were therewith given to him or which might

from time to time be given him in respect of

the said province of British Columbia under the

sign manual of the Governor General Caiada or
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1886 order of the Privy Council of Canada and according

In re to such laws as were or should be in force within the

R.FBERT province of BritishColumbia The Governor Generals

SPROULE commission authorizes him to constitute and appoint

HeJ judges and in case requisite commissioners of

oyer and terminer justices
of the peace and other

necessary officers and ministers in our said colony

It is apparent that since the union of British Columbia

with Canada in 1876 its legislative power was largely

restricted and the powers and duties of the Lieutenant

Governor proportionately restricted In fact the Lieut

enant Governor after the union was no longer the

Imperial officer Lieutenant G-overner had previously

been Under his commission from the Queen previous

to the union the Lieutenant Governoi directly repre

sented her and only through that representation had

he any power to issue commissions but we are not

necessarily to inquire what the power of the Lieutenant

Governor was before the union but simply to ascertain

what power if any to issue commissions of the kind in

question here has been given to Lieutenant Gover

nor by commission from the Governer General

under the Imperial Conferation Act within its terms

The party so commissioned has no reserved power but

the office and its powers and duties are limited to the

subjects over which Lieutenant Governor so commis

sioned and appointed would have jurisdiction Any

question as to reserved power is not think to be

considered in the face of the provision of sec 12 of the

B.NA Act 1867 which provides that all the powers

authorities and functions vested in the Governor or

Lieutenant Governor of the several provinces shall be

vested in and exercisable by the Governor General

subject nevertheless to be abolished or altered by the

Parliament of Canada cannot imagine how then

the Lieutenant Governor of province can be claimed to
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have any power whatever except what is given by the 1886

Act in question and his commission from the

Governor General thereunder Sec 129 provides RJBERT

that except as otherwise provided by that Act all laws SPR0uLE

in force in the several provinces mentioned and subse- henry

quently made applicable to British Columbia all laws

in force at the union and all courts of civil and criminal

jurisdiction and all legal commissions powers and

authorities and all officers judicial administrative and

ministerial existing at the union shall continue in each

of the said provinces respectively as if the union had

not been made subject nevertheless to be repealed

abolished or altered by the parliament of Canada or

by the legislature of the respective province according

to the authority of the parliament or of that legislature

under that Act

By sub-section of section 91 the parliament of

Canada has the authority and duty of making laws for

the fixing of and providing for the salaries and allow

ances of civil and other officers of the government of

Canada and by sub-section 27 the criminal law

except the constitution of courts of criminal jurisdic

tion but including procedure in criminal matters

is within the exclusive jurisdiction of that parliament

In another section the salaries of the judges were

expressly provided to be paid by the government of

Canada

Sub-section 14 of section 92 gives to the legislature

of each province the right to make laws for the

administrati of justice in the province including

the constition maintenance and organization of

provincial courts both of civil and criminal jurisdic

tion and including procedure in civil matters in

those courts

In regard then to jurisprudence in civil matters the

legislatures of the provinces have the entire legislative
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1886 authority except that in relation to the fixing and pro

In re viding for the salaries and allowance of the judges

RJBERT The authority and duty of legislation in regard to

SPROULE the administration of justice in criminal cases includ

aeJ ing procedure in criminal matters is given to the

parliament of Canada except as provided in sub-sec

27 of sec 91 before recited the constitution of courts

of criminal juris4iction

By comparison of sub-sec 27 of sec 91 and sub-sec

14 of sec 92 it will be observed that the latter in

addition to the word constitution has the words

maintenance and organization do not however

consider that the difference between the two sub

sections has any material bearing on the case under

consideration but if it has think that in view of

the terms of the concluding clause of sec 91 we should

confine the operation of sub-sec 14 of sec 92 so as to

make it harmonize with sub-sec 27 of sec 91

Reading it in that way the parliament of Canada has

the right to legislate in all matters of criminal nature

including procedure and including the appointment

and paying of judges except the constitution of the

courts

It was clearly not intended that the word mainten

ance should include the payment of the judges salaries

as they as have shown are otherwise provided for

It may however have been intended to include the

other expenses of the courts and in otherwise maintain

ing them when constituted or organized The words

constitution and organization in this connection

consider synonymousas applicable to courts To con

stitute court means to form make or establish it and

recessarily to prescribe the powers jurisdiction and

duties of those who are to operate it It however does

aot necessarily in all cases include the power of

appointment of the judges to preside in them if the
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local legislatures had been given plenary power to pro- 1886

vide for their appointment but with the limited and

prescribed powers of legislation awarded to the provinces

by the Imperial Act such power does not exist There SPROULE

is no award of deputed executive powers by the Act in ii
relation to the exercise of any prerogative right of the

sovereign by the Lieutenant Governors of the provinces

and their commissions do not contain any How then

can they have any The commissions to Lieutenant

Governors before confederation included such powers
and it was only from them they derived the authority

We must construe an Act by taking it altogether

By it sec the executive government and authority

over Canada is declared to continue and be vested in

the Queen Section 10 provides that the provisions

of this Act referring to the governor extend and apply

to the Governor General for the time being of Canada

or other the chief executive officer or administrator

for the time being carrying on the government of

Canada on behalf and in the name of the Queen by

whatever title he is designated

In England the sovereign was and is the source of

all judicial appointments to the higher courts of law
It is prerogative right that while existing cannot be

usurped and until removed or cancelled by an Act of

parliament assented to by the sovereign cannot be

controlled or interfered with

When British Columbia became part of Canada its

courts were already established and constituted and by
the terms of the Confederation Act sec 129 before cited

were so continuedand so also was the position of the

judges They then held and derived authority from

commissions appointing them as judges of the Supreme

Court or Court of Queens Bench during good behavior

but none as permanent judges of the court of oyer and

terminer and general gaol delivery for which com
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1886 missions pro re nata had been issued by the Lieutenant

In re Governors from time to time As in England the

ROBERT judges appointed to this duty were styled and called

SPROULE commissioners and the Acts in Briti Columbia pro

II viding for the appointment of such commissioners

limited their selection by the Lieutenant Governors

The judges of the Supreme Court or Court of Queens

Bench had no authority without such commission to

hold court of oyer and terminer and general gaol

delivery In connection with this part of the subject

have considered the effect of the provision contained

in sec 14 of cap 12 of the Acts of British Columbia

1879 which is as follows Courts of assize and nisi

rius or of oyer and terminer and general gaol

deliverymay be held with or without commissions at

such times and places as the Lieutenant Governor may

direct and provided when no commissions are issued

the said courts or either of them shall be presided over

by the chief justice or one of the other judges of the

said Supreme Court It is doubtful if that Act except

sec 17 ever came into operation reqiiring as it does

the Lieutenant Governors proclamation for that pur

pose and understand that no such proclamation was

issued In Regina McLean Hare British Columbia

in 1880 reported by one of the judges the learned

Chief Justice alluding to the Supreme Court of that

province says

Those powers and authorities were and are no other than those

possessed by the Queens Bench in England It would have been

exceedingly important one English case had been cited in which

judg of the Queens Bench had sat and tried without commission

and without removal by certiorari or otherwise criminal com

mitted by justice of the peace to take his trial at the next Court

of Oyer and Terminer But no such case was produced from the

records of several centuries and it is believed none is producible

The learned Chief Justice further said

It is true one case was produced from the Ontario courts Whelan
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The Queen in which an attempt was made to impeach such 1886

trial unsuccessfully The trial was actually impeached although an

extant enactment by competent legislature had expressly declared RoBERT

that court of oyer and terminer might be presided over by judge
EVAN

SPROtTLE

of the Supreme Court without commission It is impossible to react

the arguments and judgments upon this point without perceiving Henry

what the result would have been in the absence of such statute

And there is no statute in force here It is true the Ontario pro

vision has been copied into local Act here but being matter ot

criminal procedure it is extra vires of the local legislature
and

moreover it only purports to come into force from day not yet

named All these Acts of Parliament are in effect statutory declara

tions that by the law of England and the provinces
these commis

sions are necessary to confer jurisdiction and that nothing less than

an Act of parliament can render them unnecessary The whole

argument upon this point based upon Whelan The Queen which

was referred to at great length by counsel for the Crown is almost

decisive in favor of the prisoners

The learned Chief Justice concluded his judgment as

follows

The gaoler alleges two causes for detention One the sentence

of Mr Justice Crease the other warrant of commitment by Mr

Senator Cornwall The rule nisi was obtained on the sole

ground of the invalidity of the sentence and the various informalities

at the late alleged trial With these objections we agree and we

consider that the prisoners have never been tried at all But as to

the second cause of detention the warrant of commitment it has

not been at all impeached and we cannot at this stage allow it to be

now impeached think therefore the proper order is to remand

the prisoners to be held in custody according to the exigence and

tenor of the last mentioned warrant

The case of the prisoners had been brought before the

court by rule nisi for writ of habeas corpus ad

subficiendum for their discharge on account of the

invalidity of the conviction and they were discharged

therefrom but remanded under the warrant for their

commitment

The Ontario statute referred to was passed before

confederation by the legislature of the combined pro

vinces Upper and Lower Canada and was therefore

28 27
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1886 intra vires but that of British Columbia was after its

in re union with Canada and therefore was as the learned

1BERT Chief Justice think properly says extra vires Such

SPROULE being the case there is no parliamentary dispensation of

Henry commissions in criminal cases and as in my opinion

the Lieutenant Governor had no power to issue them

the learned judge who tried and sentenced the prisoner

had for these reasons no jurisdiction

There was another point of objection raised to the

jurisdiction The venue in the margin of the indict

ment is British Columbia to wit No county shire

division district or place is mentioned and there is

no venue stated in the body of it The whole prov
ince was formerly one shrievalty but for many years

past it has been divided into several court districts

and shrievaltiesone of which is Kootenay There is

no sheriff of British Columbia and the indictment

did iiot indicate in what bailiwick it should be pre
ferred to grand jury or from what bailiwick the

petit jury should be summoned The provisions of sec

tions 32 and 33 of the Criminal Procedure Act 1869

are however very comprehensive and in my opinion

were intended to provide for such case if indeed it

be not covered by the provisions of section 21 in

regard to which ther.e might be some doubt

ection 32 enacts that

Every objection to any indictment for any defect apparent on

the face thereof must be taken by demurrer or motion to quash the

indictment before the defendant has pleaded and not afterwards

.1 power to amend is given to the court

Whether the power could be exercised to relate back

so as to warrant the finding of the grand jury is

question that would admit of discussion which

consider unnecessary here Section 33 provides that

If any person being arraigned upon an indictment for any indict

able ofience pleads thereto plea of not guilty he shall by such

plea withot firther form deemed to have put himself upon the
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country for trial and the court may in the usual manner order 1886

jury for the trial of such person accordingly

The provisions of the three sections would certainly
ROBERT

EVAN

seem to cover every possible objection and am SPROULE

inclined to the opinion that the objection being

apparent on the face of the indictment the party might

under section 32 have demurred and if the venue

ras wrongly stated the question as to the power of

amendment could then have been raised That course

was not taken and it is not now necessary to consider

the matter And as the result does not depend upon

any decision might arrive at think it unnecessary

to refer further to that objection

Another as to the polling of the jury was submitted

but it would be of no practical service were to con

sider it as my doing so will not affect the decision

may say however that consider such an objection is

altogether for court of error to decide It does not

in my opinion affect the jurisdiction and therefore is

not in my province to consider

For the reasons have given as to the first point

referred to think there was no jurisdiction to try the

prisoner at Victoria and that the learned judge who

presided had no jurisdiction to try the prisoner in the

absence of any legislative authority or commission

from the Governor General and therefore that the

trial was nullity and as if the prisoner had never

been tried The prisoner is shown by the return and

certificate of the sheriff to be detained solely on the

calendar of the Assize Court containing the sentence of

death and the formal sentence and remand dated the

27th of February last the prisoner having been brought

before the court sitting in error and the sentence hay

ing been unrevoked No warrant of commitment or

other cause of detention was produced or shown in this

case And as in my opinion the trial was nullity
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1886 and the sentence therefore illegal no other course is

In re think open to me but to order the discharge of the

prisoner and to adopt the necessary proceedings there

SPnOIJLE for it is the bounden duty of judge to declare the

Henry law as he finds it and believes it to be regardless of

consequences and all other considerations

Pursuant to the order of the learned judge writ of

habeas corpus was issued out and served upon the

sheriff Such writ was in the form following

CANADA
To wit

VICTORIA by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland Queen Defender of the

Faith

7b the Sheriff of Vancouver island in the Province of

British Columbia

GREETING

We command you that you have the body of Robert

Evan Sproule detained in our prison under your cus

tody as it is said under safe and sure conduct together

with the day and cause of his being taken by whatso

ever name he may be called in the same before the

Honorable Mr Justice Henry one of the judges of our

Supreme Court of Canada at his chambers at the city

of Ottawa immediately after the receipt of this writ to

do and receive those things which our said judge shall

hen and there consider of him in this behalf and

have you then there this writ

Witness the Honorable Sir William Johnstone

Ritchie Knight Chief Justice of our said Supreme

Court of Canada this twenty-fifth day of June one

thousand eight hundred and eighty-six

Signed hOBERT CASSELS

Registrar of the Supreme Court ot Canada

Per statutem tricesimo primo Caroli secundi regis and

under the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act of the
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Parliament of Canada thirty-eight Victoria chapter 1886

eleven and the Act of the Parliament of Canada thirty-

nine Victoria chapter twenty-six RJ3ERT

Signed HENRY SPROULE

Judge of the Supreme Court ot Canada

To this writ the sheriff made the following return

The within named Robert Evan Sproule was con

victed and sentenced to death at the last Victoria

assizes for the crime of wilful murder and the convic

tion and sentence was afterwards unanimously affirmed

on writ of error by the Supreme Court of BritishColum

bia in full bench

hold the prisoner accordingly and humbly submit

that such affirmed conviction and sentence is paramount

to the within writ

have not received or been tendered any expenses of

the conveyance of the prisoner

For the above reasons respectfully decline to pro.

duce the prisoner

The answer of James Eliphalet McMillan the sheriff

for Vancouver Island to the within writ

Victoria B.C 19th Juy 1886

The prisoners counsel then applied to His Lordship

for an order for the prisoners discharge which order

after argument was granted His Lordship delivered

the following judgment on this application

HENRY J.This matter came before me under an

order made by me in May last on petition of Sproule

setting forth that he had been illegally convicted of

murderat British Columbia and was under sentence

of execution The order was returnable on the twenty

fifth day of May last and was directed to the sheriff of

Vancouver Island in whose custody under the convic

tion and sentence the prisoner then was It called

upon him to show oause why Writ of habeas corpus
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1886 should not issue to bring up the body of the piisoner

in re and why in the event of the order being made abso

1OBERT lute he should not be discharged without the writ

SPROULE being absolutely issuedandwithout the prisoner being

personally brought before me Thetorder was duly

served on the sheriff of Vancouver Island and on he

attorney-general of BritishColumbia The sheriff

returned the whole of the proceedings in the pro

secution including copy of the conviction and sen

tence The proceedings having been returned before

me and the Crown having been represented by Messrs

Burbidge and Gormully and the prisoner by Messrs

McCarthy and Davie at the hearing objections were

raised on the part of the prisoner to the jurisdiction of

the tribunal bywhich he was tried and convicted

The objections were argued and answered on behalf of

the Crown and upon two of them decided and gave

judgment in favor of the prisoner holding that the

tribunal had not jurisdiction and that the prisoner

was entitled to his discharge The argument was con

fined to the objections so raised on the part of the

prisoner

After my decision heard counsel on the part of the

Crown and the prisoner as to the proper course to be

pursued for giving effect to my judgment the counsel

for the prisoner claiming that as the order to show

cause was in the alternative and as counsel appeared

were heard and showed cause and took no exception

to the terms of the order on the argument the prisoner

was entitled to an order absolute for his discharge

This course was objected to by the counsel for the

Crown and after deliberation decided to grant an

order for writ of habeas corpus to bring the prisoner

before me so that he could be by me discharged

gave no opinion or decision as to the Tight of judge

inder the circumstances to make an order absolute for
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the discharge of the prisoner but rather yielded to the 1886

desire of the counsel for the Crown to have the prisoner fe
brought before me ROBERT

An order for the issue of the writ was therefore made SPROULE

by me on the 5th of June last past and the writ ifenry

directed to the sheriff of Vancouver Island was duly

issued on the same day

The writ was served on the sheriff in the early part

of July last past but not returned until the 19th of

that month In fact it is not returned at all for

although sent back to the registrar of this court and

purporting to be return of the sheriff the endorsement

thereon bears no signature Neither does it appear to

be in the handwriting of the sheriff have compared

the writing with his signature to some of the authenti

cated documents on file in this case and have found

little difficulty in concluding the indorsement in ques

not to be of his proper handwriting and there is no

affidavit verifying it to be his return or that it was

made by his authority The endorsement is dated the

19th of July 1886 Whoever wrote that endorsement

seems to be of opinion that sheriffa Queens officer

can refuse to execute the Queens writ and usurp

judicial authority to decide as to the validity of the

writ Such an assumption by sheriff is contempt of

legal authority and cannot be permitted am ther

fore strongly inclined to the opinion that the endorse

ment is not that of the subordinate officer to whom the

writ was directed and if proceeded against for contempt

he would in all probability be found to deny that he

authorized it It was his duty under any circumstances

to execute the writ and make proper return of and to

it At present will only add that hereafter it may be

found that subordinate officers such as sheriffs cannot

treat the writ of habeas corpus duly issued with contempt

The writ req.uired the sheriff to produce the body of
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1886 the prisoner and he has failed to obey it and must bear

In re the consequences
ROBERT

EVAN ii tne secona instant pursuant to notice to the

SPEOULE attorney general an order absolute was again moved

for by Mr McIntyre counsel for the prisoner and Mr
Burbidge and Mr Sinclair were heard for the

Crown in opposition It was contended by the latter

gentlemen that inasmuch as writ of habeas corpus

was issued the order could not be made and that

further proceedings can be taken only by means to

enforce its execution and that as that course that is by
the issue of the habeas corpus had been adopted no

other was available

have carefully reviewed the authorities furnished

by the counsel on each side and shall briefly give my
views

It is said in Addison on Torts that

The validity of the commitment may be tried on moving for rule

to show cause why habeas corpus should not issue and why in the

event of the rule being made absolute the prisoner should not be

discharged without the writ actually issuing or the prisoner being

personally brought before the court

And the case of Eggington is cited

The counsel who showed cause in that case said It

may be questioned whether the rule in this form can

be made in invitosthere has been no consent To

which Lord Campbell C.J replied have repeatedly

granted it in vacation in this form without consent

in order to avoid the necessity of bringing up the

party Other authoriLies sustain the same course

The constitution of the Supreme Court in British

Columbia is founded on proclamation of the Lieutenan

Governor under statute and his commission The

proclamation provides

That the Supreme Court of civil justice of British Columbia shall

have complete cognizance of all pleas whatsoever and shall have

At page 625 734
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jurisdiction in all cases civil as well as criminal arising within the 1886

colony of British Columbia
In re

The unlimited jurisdiction thus given to the court ROBERT

includes the issuing of writs of habeas corpus ad SPROTLE

subjiciendum and the discharge of prisoners illegally

imprisoned and in the performance of that part of their ..
official duty the judges of the court have authority to

pursue the practice of the courts and judges in England

and if the judges in the latter country have established

the practice of ordering the discharge of prisoner

without requiring him to be brought personally before

them the judges of British Columbia are in my opinion

at liberty to pursue the same course and the same

power is given to judge of this court

have considered the objection that having ordered

the issue of the habeas corpus have no power to adopt

the other means now sought for the discharge of the

prisoner but no case has been cited or argument

advanced in favor of that proposition and can see no

reason why if one alternative course has failed through

the negligence or improper conduct of the sheriff the

other should not be adopted

have therefore decided to make an order for the

discharge of the prisoner

The Attorney General of British Columbia then

applied to the Supreme Court of Canada to have the

writ of habeas corpus and all proceedings thereunder

quashed as having been issued improvidently

special session of the court was called to hear the

application

Robinson and the Attorney General of British

Columbia Gomu1ly with them supported the motion

and McCarthy Q.C and Theodore Davie McIntre

with them appeared for the prisoner

preliminary objection was taken by the counsel for

the prisoner that the application should not be heard in
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1886 his absence

Robinson on this point.I always understood

RJBERT the rule to be that the presence of the prisoner was oniy
SPROULE

necessary when the court was about to deal with the

conviction or with the record In cases before the Privy

Council the prisoner is never present See The Queen

Murphy and The Queen Uoote

iVIcTiarthy Q.G.---.The court is bound to protect the

prisoner and will not hear an adverse motion behind

his backS If the court has power to hear the application

it must have power to bring the prisoner here The

prisoner has right to be present in every matter affect

ing his discharge See Re Boucher Exparte Martins

Eggingtons case

The court having overruled the objection the counsel

for the prisoner asked for an adjournment untjl the

next morning that they might consult as to whether or

not they should appear under the circumstances The

argument was however allowed to proceed counsel

for the prisoner to be considered as only watching the

case for the present

Robinson and the Attorney G-eneral of British

Columbia for the Crown .The first question to be

argued is What authority is there for this writ to

issue Section 51 of the Supreme and Exchequer

Court Act confers the jurisdiction in habeas corpus on

the judges of this court and we contend that that

section constitutes court of criminal jurisdiction and

is therefore ultra vires of the Dominion See The

Queen St Denis where this question is inci

dentally considered by Chief Justice Cameron

Then what is the concurrent jurisdiction that is

conferred by this section When the act was passed

535 Dowl 194

599k 717

Cassels Dig 181 Ont 17
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there was practically no communication between the 1886

capital of the Dominion and the province of British

Columbia Then was it intended to do more than to ROBERT

give this jurisdiction to the judges of the Exchequer SPROULE

Court and that only when they were in the province

in which the writ was required Concurrent

means concurrent in territory It cannot mean con

current in jurisdiction because that is different in the

different provinces

Again we say that there was no jurisdiction to issue

the writ in this case because it can only issue to

inquire into the cause of commitment in criminal

case under an act of the Parliament of Canada In

this case the prisoner was convicted of the crime of

murder an ofince under the common law and not an

offence under an act of the Parliament of Canada

If then as we contend this writ should not have

been issued is there any authority in this court to

quash it

The writ has been issued under the seal of the

court and tested in the name of the Chief Justice and

was therefore the process of the court and there is an

inherent right in this court in common with all

courts to exercise control over its own process See

Abbotts National Dig Robinson Burbidge

citing the remarks of Parke in Witham Lynch

This explains why no appeal is given when the writ

is granted When the writ is refused the appeal must

be expressly given but when it is granted the power of

the court over its own process renders an appeal

unnecessary

The following authorities were cited on this point

Dawkins Prince Edward ot Saxe Weimar Sea-

Vol 2p 152 and cases there 99

cited Ex 399

499

12
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1886 ton Grant Edmunds The Atty Gen and

In re Fishers Dig where most of the cases are collected

It is clear that the learned judge had no power to

SPROULE order the prisoners discharge If the return to the

writ was insufficient he should have left the prisoner

to his remedy by attachment against the sherifl in

which case the matter would have come before the full

court

McCarthy Q.C and Theodore Davie for the prisoner

This is in effect an appeal from the decision of Mr

Justice Henry granting the writ and the court has no

jurisdiction to hear it

It is argued that section 51 is unconstitutional but

we think it cannot be denied that the Parliament of

Canada can create courts for the administration of

criminal law See The Picton Case

The jurisdiction in habeas corpus matters is thisthe

power is given to the judge and he is thereby consti

tuted court altogether distinct from the Supreme

Court of Canada just as he was under the Election Act

Valin Langlois The effect of this maybe that the

judge should not have used the writ of the court but

the order of discharge is valid

The argument that this power is only to be exercised

by the judges of the Exchequer Court would support

the proposition just advanced because if judge is

out of Ottawa he cannot issue the writ under the seal

of the court But we do not concur in this view The

writ of habeas corpus should be open to everybody in

Canada but if it can only be issued when the Ex

chequer Court is 8itting it will practically be open

only to the people of Ottawa

The contention that the jurisdiction can he exercised

only in case of an offence creathd by an act of the Par-

Ch 459 Last ed 1739

47 Ch 345 Can 648

Can
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liament of Canada is untenable It is commitment 1886

under an act of the Parliament of Canada that forms In re

the basis of the inquiry and the case is within it All RBERT

the proceedings here were under the Indictable SPROULE

Offences Act

Even if we are wrong in this section 129 of the

British North America Act makes all common law

offences offences under the laws of Canada

The judges of this court would have jurisdiction in

habeas corpus matters without express authority See

ex pane Bolirnan

But no matter how erroneous the action of the learned

judge in granting this writ may have been this court

has no power to interfere No authority can be pro

duced to show that an order to discharge prisoner on

habeas corpus can be reversed On the contrary The

Queen Well The Mayor 4-c Brown and

The Attorney General Sillem are all authorities to

show that this proceeding is unwarranted See also

Garus Wilsons Case The Canadian Prisoners Case

and In re Padstow Total Loss Association

Robinson in reply cited Bishop on Criminal

Procedure Ex pane Torn Tong Re retton 10

Sir RITOHIE J.The first question to be

determined in this case is as to the right of this court

to inquire into the propriety of the issue of the writ of

habeas corpus and its power to quash the writ if impro

vidently issued

This writ having been issued out of this court under

the seal of the court and tested in the name of the Chief

Justice and know of no other way in which the writ

4Cranch75 9A.E 731

701 20 Ch 137

App Cas 168 Sec 117

10 Cas 704 108 556

984 10 14 801

121
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1886 of 1iabea corpus could be issued on the fiat of judge

of this court was proceeding in this court and every

IOBERT superior court which this court unquestionably is has

SPROULE incident to its jurisdiction an inherent right to inquire

litchieC.3
into and judge of the regularity or abuse of its process

In Witham Lynch Parke remarks

Whenever jurisdiction is conferred by statute on judge of the

superior courts it is subject to appeal to the court unless there is

something in the context leading to contrary conclusion

And in Robinson Bzirbidge Maule cited the

above remarks of Parke with approval

That this is matter pertaining to the court and one

with which it can deal and not jurisdiction conferred

on judge of the court outside of and independent of

the court and that the judge has no independent juris

diction unconnected therewith is think very obvious

from the fact that he can only act as judge of this

court through the instrumentalit of the writ of this

court obedience to which could not be enforced by

authority of the judge but by the court which alone

could issue an attachment for contempt of the court in

not obeying its process the contempt being contempt

of the process of the court not of the fiat of the judge

authorizing its issue and therefore the impossibility of

enforcing obedience to the process of the court without

the assistance of the court seems to me to prove con

clusively that the matter is within the jurisdiction of

the court

The learned judge by indorsement on this writ

declares that the writ was issued per stat utem In

cesimo primo Caroli Secundi Regis and under the

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act of the Parliament

of Canada 38 Vic ch 11 and the act of the Parliament

of Canada 39 Vic ch 26 Now this was certainly

wrong because it is clear beyond question that the

Ex 399 99
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31st of Car has nothing to do with case like the 1886

present and does not authorize the issue of habeas In re

ROBERT
corpus in such case as this Ihe statute oi 31 ear EVAN

was to provide that persons committed for criminal SPROULE

or supposed criminal matters in such cases where by RithhieC.J

law they were bailable should be left to bail speedily

Abbott in 209 says the object of the

habeas corpus Act 31 Car cap was to provide

against delays in bringing to trial such subjects of the

king as were committed to custody for criminal or sup

posed criminal matters and therefore if this writ could

be issued out at all it must be issued at common law

Now the sixth question proposed to the judges by

the House of Lords see Bacons Ab habeas corpus vol

493 and Wilmots Opinions and Judgments 777

and the answers thereto show conclusively that

judge in vacation has no power to enforce obedience to

writs of habeas corpus issued at common law and

think it may be taken to be equally clear that there is

no such power in cases within 31 Car The writ of

habeas corpus is not the writ of judge on whose fiat

it issues It is high prerogative writ which issues

out of the Queens superior courts and in my opinion

is necessarily subject to the control of those courts not

necessarily by way of appeal but by virtue of the

power possessed by the court over the process of the

court The course of proceeding to be observed in

obtaining an attachment shows that it is matter with

which the court alone can deal it is thus laid down
The course of proceeding to obtain an attachment

which issues to punish disobedience to the Queens

writ is by motion to the court for rule for an attach

ment on being granted writ of attachment issues

On the sheriff returning cepi corpus motion is of

course for habeas corpus to produce the defendant in

court it is then moved that the defendant be sworn
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1886 to answer interrogatories if he does not give bail he is

In re returned to prison interrogatories which contain the

1OBEET charge against the prisoner are filed and the defendant

SPROULE is examined on them before master and it said in the

RitchieCj English books of practice the examination is referred to

the Queens coroner and attorney on whose report the

court sentences the defendant to fine or imprisonment

or discharges him

It has been urged however that by section 51 of the

Supreme Court Act the individual judges of this court

were thereby created so many separate and independent

courts and could and it was said should issue writs of

habeas corpus not out of the -court but in their

individual names and for disobedience to which the

judge issuing the writ had power to issue an attach

ment in his own name There is not in my opinion

the slightest pretence for this contention There is

nothing whatever in the statute to indicate that the

legislature contemplated the erection of six additional

courts and the power conferred is entirely inconsistent

with any such contention In such case the judgs of

this court would not have equal and concurrent jurisdic

tion with the judges of British Columbia but larger

and more extensive jurisdiction and would be capable

of doing under this equal and concurrent jurisdiction

what no judge in British Columbia could do namely

issue or direct the issue of writ uncontrollable by any

court and would have the right to issue an attachment

which no single judge could do in British Columbia

The power conferred on the judges of this court in cases

where they are entitled- to order the issue of writ of

habeas corpus is the same in my opinion that the judges

in British Columbia have that is to say as the judges

there direct the issue of the writ out of the Supreme

-Court tested in the name of the Chief Justice of that

court under the seal of the court and subj ect to the core
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trol of the court if improvidently issued and for dis-
1886

obedience to which the remedy would be in the court In re

by reason of the disobedience being contempt of court IT
out of which the writ issues so the judge of this court SPROULE

granting his fiat for the issue of writ out of this court

as was done in this case such writ is necessarily subject

the like control of this court if improvidently issued

It was stated on the argument of this case that no

case could be found where the writ of habeas corpus

issued in vacation having been improvidently issued

was for that reason quashed but it will be found in the

matter of John Crawford that habeas corpus having

issued directed to the keeper of Her Majestys jail at

Castle Ruchen in the Isle of Man and his deputycom

manding him to have the body of John Crawford before

this court at Westminster to undergo and receive

Peacock at this term obtained rule calling upon the

prosecutor to show cause why the writ should not be

quashed on the ground that the same had issued impro

vidently Patteson observed just what is applicable

to this case then the question here being in effect

whether the writ if it had never issued ought to go

we must make the rule absolute for setting aside the

writ So in this case ifwe think the writ ought never

to have been issued then we should quash it And

may rei rtark inasmuch as judge in British Columbia

has no doubt the right to issue writ returnable in

term as well as in vacation as at present advised can

not see any reason whatever why the judges of this

court having concurrent and equal jurisdiction with

the judges of British Columbia might not make the

writs they authorize to be issuedreturnable in this court

in term as well as immediately but it is not necessary

for the purposes of this case to determine that point

Assuming then that we have the power tQ entertain

13 612
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1886 this application an objection has been taken that we

should not do so in the absence of the prisoner do

not view this as an appeal in the ordinary sense from

SPROULE the decision of the judge on the return to the writ of

corpus but simply as an application to set aside

the writ on the ground that it never should have issued

by reason of the wa-nt of power or jurisdiction in the

learned judge to interfere by habeas corpus at all in

case such as this with the judgment and sentence of

superior court of competent criminal jurisdiction

We are not called upon to say whether the facts sub

mitted to the learned judge justified the issue of the

writ and subsequent proceedings thereon If they did

not then the learned judge should have refused the

application for the writ We are therefore now deal

ing with the question as on the application for the writ

as suggested by Patteson and are called upon to

determine in effect if the writ had never issued

whether it ought to go and in this view the question

of the right of the prisoner to be present could not arise

for on such application or until the writ was actually

issued and returned the prisoner could not be present

and he does not appear to have been present in the case

of Crawford nor so far as am aware is he ever pre

sent before the Privy Council on appeals

It has also been contended that the 51st section is

ultra vires On this point express no opinion as in

the view take of the case it is unnecessary for the

determination of this case to do so

It is also contended that assuming the judges of this

court have power to- issue writs of habeas corpus the

right to do so is limited to an inquiry into the cause of

commitment in any criminal case under any act of the

Parliament of Canada and that this being case of

murder it is case at common law and not criminal

case under any act of the Parliament of Canada Why
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this limitation was imposed and why the same lan- 1886

guage was not used as in the 10 1st section of the British In re

ROBERT
North America Act which gtves power to establisu tills

EVAN

court of appeal and other courts for the better adminis- SPaOULF

tration of the laws of Canada is not very apparent but RitC.J

the legislature having limited the jurisdiction we are

bound to give effect to that limitation and as at present

advised think the objection must prevail and there

fore my barned brother had no authority to issue this

writ If so then most certainly the writ of this court

was improvidently issued

But supposing should not be right in this view

am then brought face to face with the real serious sub

stantial question and it is most serious substantial

question namely Was my learned brother on the

materials befre him justified in issuing the writ and

making the order discharging this prisoner or on the

other hand did the materials before him clearly show

that the writ ought never have been issued and the

order for discharge should not have been made and

therefore that the writ was improvidently issued and

as consequence should with the proceedings thereon

be quashed The two grounds on which the learned

judge granted the writ and subsequently made an order

discharging the prisoner were First that the order

changing the place of trial was void and therefore there

was no jurisdiction to try the prisoner at Victoria and

secondly that the court of oyer and terminer could

only sit under and by virtue of corn mission which

the Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia had no

power to issue Such commission never having been

issued by the Governor General there was no authority

for holding the court The learned judge says

For the reasons have given as to the first point that is the order

to change the place of trial referred to think there was no juris

diction to ry the prisoner at Victoria and that the learned judge
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1886 who presided had no jurisdiction to try the prisoner in the absence

of any legislative authority or commission from the Governor Gen

ROBERT eral and therefore that the trial was nullity and as if the pris

EVAN oner had never been tried The prisoner is shown by the return
SPROULE

and certificate of the sheriff to be detained solely on the calendar of

Ritchie c. the assize court containing the sentence of death and the formal

sentence and remand dated the 27th of February last the pris

oner having been brought before the court sitting in error and the

sentence having been unrevoked

No warrant of commitment or other cause of detention was pro

duced or shown in this case And as in my opinion the trial was

nullity and the sentence therefore illegal no other course is think

open to me but to order the discharge of the prisoner and to adopt

the necessary proceedings therefor

In considering this case it must be borne in mind

that the writ of habeas corpus does not issue as matter

of course upon application in the first instance but must

be founded upon an affidavit upon which the court is

to exercise discretion in issuing it or not that is

legal discretion justified by the facts presented

The first inquiry must be as to the jurisdiction of

the Supreme Court of British Columbia and the Court

of oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery The

Supreme Court of BritishColumbia is established under

proclamation having the force of law in Her Majes

tys colony of British Columbia whereby it is declared

that the said court shall be court of record by the

name or style of the Supreme Court of civil justice in

British Columbia The proclamation designates the

seal the court shall use and declares that

The said Supreme Court of civil justice of British Columbia shall

have complete cognizance of all pleas whatsoever and shall have

jurisdiction in all cases civil as well as criminal arising within the

said colony of British Columbia

Here then we have superior criminal court estab

lished of the highest character clothed with all the

powers and jurisdiction civil and criminal necessary or

essential to the full and perfect administration of

justice civil or criminal within the colony without
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limitation or stint powers as full and ample as those 1886

known to the common law and possessed by the sup In re

erior courts of England and to which court as neces- RBERT

sary and essential part of the jurisdiction belongs the SPROETLE

right to supervise inferior courts and entertain writs Ritchie C.J

of error from the courts of oyer and terminer and gen
eral goal delivery when duly allowed by Her Majestys

attorney general As to the courts of assize nisi

prius oyer and terminer and general goal delivery

am of opinion that these courts are superior courts of

record and as clearly established by the case of ex parte

Fernandez courts of very high degree dignity

and importance By 42 Vie cap 12 1879 it is

enacted that courts of assize and nisi prius oyer and

terminer and general goal delivery may be held with

or without commissions at such time and place as the

Lieutenant Governor may direct and when no com

missions are issued the said courts or either of them

shall be presided over by the chief justice or one of

the judges of the said Supreme Oourt This Act was

to come into force on any day named in proclamation

named by the Lieutenant Governor to that effect pub
lished in the Royal Gazette The act was brought

into force by authority of proclamation in the

British Columbia Gazette on the 24th July 1880 and

as therefore in force long before the trial in this case

By 46 Vie cap 15 the jury district from which

jurors are to be selected and summoned for the trial of

civil and criminal cases at the towns and places where

courts of assize nisi prius oyer and terminer and general

jail delivery may be held the following sections of the

province and electoral districts and polling divisiOns

established at the time of the passing of this act shall

be districts inter alia Victoria district the limits of

which are set out in the Act and grand and petit jurors

10
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1886
required for or by the order of any court or judge thereof

Ie shall be summoned only from the district as established

RJBERT by this act wherein the said court is to be held On

SPROULE the 9th March 1885 an act of British Columbia was

which was in force at the time of this trial to

fix the times for holding courts of assize and nisi prius

and oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery inter

alia at the city of Victoria on the first Monday in the

month of April and the fourth Monday in the month

of November in each year with proviso that it should

be lawful for the Lieutenant Governor in council to

appoint times for holding additional and other courts

of assize and nisi prius oyer and terminer and general

gaol delivery at any of the places aforesaid and at other

places when and so often as he should deem it expedient

to do so so that it is abundantly clear that court of

oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery could be

held without commission at the time fixed by law for

holding the same and that the fixing of the time by the

Lieutenant Governor in council was for the holding only

of additional and other courts of assize and nisi prius

oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery at any of

the places named in the Act and at other places when

and so often as he should deem it expedient so to do

And this court at which the trial took place was held

at the time and place fixed by the statute There being

then no necessity for commission in this case the

issuing of commission by the Lieutenant Governor if

unnecessary could not in any way interfere with the

right to hold the court at the time and place named in

the statute It might possibly have helped the juris

diction of the court it could not possibly have inter

fered with it All this however as to which humbly

conceive there can be no doubt renders it wholly

unnecessary to discuss or determine whether the power

to issue commission such as that issued by the Lieu-
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tenant Governor belongs to the Lieutenant Governor of 1886

the province or to the Governor General of the Dominion im

exclusively will not discuss this question as if is RBERP

wholly unnecessary to the determination of this case SPROULE

but wish it to be distinctly understood that my not RitliieC.J

discussing and determining it is not to be construed as

throwing any even the slightest doubt on the validity of

commission so issued simply express no opinion on

the question as not being necessary to the determination

of this case

here then we have supreme court and courts of

oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery having

general full and ample power and jurisdiction of the

largest character for the administration of the criminal

jurisprudence of and in the Province of BritishColumbia

It is only necessary now to refer to one other statute

namely the Dominion Act 32 and 33 Vic cap 29 by

which it is provided

Sec 11.Whenever it appears to the satisfaction of the court or

judge hereinafter mentioned that it is expedient to the ends of

justice that the trial of any person charged with felony or misde

meanor should be held in some district county or place other than

that in which the offence is supposed to have been committed or

would otherwise be triable the court at which such person is or is

liable to be indicted may at any term or sitting thereof and any

judge who might hold or sit in such court may at any other time

order either before or after the presentation of bill of indictment

that the trial shall be proceeded with in some other district county

or place within the same province to be named by the court or

judge in such order but such order shall be made upon such con

ditions as to the payment of any additional expense thereby caused

to the accused as the court or judge may think proper to prescribe

The record of the proceedings in the courts of oyer

and terminer and general gaol delivery and of the

Supreme Court of British Columbia in error was

brought before the learned judge both on the part of

the prisoner and on the part of the Crown and the

sheriff The learned judge says
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1886 It is proper to explain that copy of the record was submitted

and referred to in the affidavit on behalf of the prisoner when the
inre

ROBERT order nisi was applied for and another copy was returned by the

EvAN sheriff of Vancouver and put in by the Crown when showing cause

SPR0ULE
against the order It was therefore by both parties made part of

Ritchie the case submitted for my decision

And the cause of the prisoners detention under the

sentence and judgment of those courts was also shown

to the learned judge by the affidavit of the sheriff and

also by his return to the writ of habeas corpus and the

learned judge it is true thinks there was no return

because the document returned with the writ by the

sheriff though purporting to be the sheriffs return

was not signed by him and the learned judge thinks

was not in his handwriting he having compared

the writing with the sheriffs writing in another docu

ment before him which he thinks it does not resemble

The return does not appear on the proceedings to have

been in any way challenged or impugned or any con

tention made that it was not transmitted by the sheriff

or by his authority as and for regular and proper

return and in my opinion it was good and sufficient

return but whether so or not is wholly immaterial

inasmuch as the learned judge had before him the

record of the trial conviction and sentence of criminal

court of competent jurisdiction with the record of the

Superior Court in error affirming and sustaining such

conviction and sentence and the affidavit of the sheriff

which showed that the prisoner was held in custody

under and by virtue of such conviction and sentence

With thesematerials before him should this writ have

issued think not when it appeared by the records

of courts of competent criminal jurisdiction courts

having jurisdiction over the person and over the

offence with which he was charged that he had been

tried convicted and sentenced and was held under

such sentence the learned judge -should have refused
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to grant the writ But the learned judge has held that 1886

the court which tried the prisoner was no court at all In re

have shown think conclusively that it was pro- 1T
perly constituted court SPROULE

He also held that he could go outside the record RitchieC.J

to show that the case was not triable in Victoria

venture to propound without fear of successful contra

diction that by the law of England and of this Dom

inion where the principles of the common law prevail

that if the records of superior court contains the

recital of facts requisite to confer jurisdiction which

the records in this case did it is conclusive and

cannot be contradicted by extrinsic evidence and if

the superior courts have jurisdiction over the subject-

matter and the person as the court of oyer and ter

miner and general gaol delivery and the Supreme Court

of British Columbia had in this case the records of

their judgments and sentences are final and conclusive

unerring verity and the law will not in such case

allow the record to be contradicted

It is said there were two orders for changing the

venue that the first order made no reference to any

provision for expenses and which it was alleged by

reason thereof was void on the other hand it is said

the order originally made orally in the presence of the

prisoner and his counsel made such provision and that

this is the order which appears on the face of the

record with this discussion think the court has

nothing to do as think we can only look at the record

and are bound by what it contains and this record sets

out that on application of the Crown made in the

presence and hearing of Sproule charged with and com

mitted to stand his trial for having on the 1st of June

1885 at Kootenay Lake in the bailiwick of the sheriff

of Kootenay in the Province of British Columbia fel

oniously wilfully and of his malice aforethought killed
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1886 and murdered one Thomas Hammill the Chief .Justice

In re on hearing the counsel for Sproule and it appearing to

RJBERT his satisfaction that it was expedient to the ends of

SPROULE
justice that the trial of the said Sproule for the alleged

jtjjcrime should be held in the city of Victoria and Mr

Irving undertaking on behalf of the Crown to abide by

such order as the judge who may preside at the trial

might think just to meet the eleventh section of 32 and

33 Vic ch 29 such being the condition which he

thought proper to prescribe ordered in these words
Sir Matthew Baillie Begbie Knight Chief Justice of British

Columbia and being judge who might hold or sit in the court at

which the said Robert Sproule is liable to be indicted for the

cause aforesaid do hereby order that the trial of the said

Robert Sproule shall be proceeded with at the city of Victoria

in the said province at the court of oyer and terminer and general

gaol delivery to be holden at the said city on Monday the 23rd

day of November i85 and order that the said Robert Sproule

be removed hence to the gaol at the city of Victoria and that the

keeper of the said gaol do receive the said Robert Sproule into his

custody in the said gaol and him safely keep until he shall thence

be delivered by due course of law

Signed MATT BEGBIE C.J

The record then goes on to show the record of the

trial conviction and sentence the writ of error and the

errors assigned the hearing of the parties deliberation

and the judgment of the court which was that
there is no error either on the record or proceedings or

in the giving of the judgment on which the writ of

error was brought therefore it is considered and

adjudged by the said court here that the judgment

iforesaid be in all things affirmed and stand in full

force and effect

may say however that the judge having power
before indictment to change the place of trial he did so

and the order said to have been signed in the first

instance was good and sufficient order for that purpose

as was the order which appears on the record The
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indictment was found in the place assigned for the trial 1886

no objection was made to the change before or after the

finding of the indictment no application was made to 1T
set aside add to or all er the order or to quash the indict- SPROULE

ment The indictment was pleaded to and the trial RitC.J
proceeded without any objection being made to the

court or place or manner of the trial no application to

postpone the trial nor any complaint made at the trial

that any wrong was being done the prisoner The

court then had full jurisdiction over the prisoner and

the subject-matter tried After the trial the prisoner

obtained writ of error and assigned the alleged errors

which included the very matters now alleged as grounds

entitling him to discharge under this writ of habeas

corpus He was heard and the court adjudged that

there was no error and affirmed the judgment and sen

tence of the court of assize and general gaol delivery

In this case my learned brother has cited numerous

authorities to show that he had the right to go behind

the record but he frankly admits that the cases he has

relied on all have reference to the records and proceed

ings of inferior courts He has not been able to find

case of the record of superior court contradicted or

its validity impugned by extrinsic evidence And

venture humbly and with all respect to suggest that

the difficulty in this case has arisen from misapprc

hension of what can and what cannot be done under

writ of habeas corpus but moreespecially from not duly

appreciating the distinction between he validity and

force of records of courts of inferior and of courts of

superior jurisdiction but treating records of superior

and inferior courts as being of the same force and

effect That this was done in this case is very obvious

for the learned judge says

The English cases which have cited are those before
justices

but on principle can see no difference between judgment of an
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1886 inferior and one of superior court when the question of jurisdie

tion is raised nor can see why if the record of the former can be

ROBERT shown to be erroneous or false as touching the matter of jurisdic

EVAN tion the other cannot be for without jurisdiction the acts of the

SPR0ULE
one must be void as well as those of the other and therefore the

Ritchie
rule in the one case should be the same as in the otherS

From this doctrine am constrained to dissent

certainly did not expeôt to hear it contended that the

record of superior court was not to be treated as abso

lute verity so long as it stood unreversed The follow

ing from Coke on Littleton 260 have always been

taught was good law at the time it was written and

ever has been since

Legally records are restrainedtothe rolls of such only as are courts

of record and not the rolls of inferior nor of any other courtswhich pro

ceed secundum legeni et consuetudinern angliam And the rolls being

the records and memorials of the judges of the courts of record import

in them such uncontrollable credit and verity as they admit no aver

mØnt plea or proof to the contrary and if such record be alleged

and it be pleaded that there is no such record it shall be tried only

by itself And the reason hereof is apparent for otherwise as our

old authors say and that truly there should never be any end of

controversies which should be inconvenient Of courts of record

you may read in my reports but yet during the term wherein the

judicial act is done the record remaineth in the breast of the judges

of the court and in their remembrance and therefore the roll is

alterable during that term as the judges shall direct but when that

term is past then the record is the roll and admitteth no alteration

averment or proof to the contrary

The cases which establish that in case like the

present the writ of habeas corpus is inapplicable are

numerous will refer to few only of them

In the Queen Lees Lord Campbell J.J says

writ of habeas corpus
to the expediency of granting which we

have also directed our attention is not grantable in general where

the party is in execution on criminal charge after judgment onan

indictment according to the course of the common law and even

supposing it could run to St Helena it could only be useful as

ancillary to or accompanying wit of error as it is only by writ of

error that 8UCh judgment according to the Oourse of the common

27 4O7
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law can properly be reversed until the judgment be reversed the 1886

prisoner ought not to be discharged For these reasons we think

that we ought not to interfere BOBERT

It is alleged on the part of the prisoner that the proceedings EvAN

were upon repealed statute and that there were errors in the judg
SPROULE

ment and hardships and irregularities in the proceedings If such Ritchie C.J

allegations are well founded and obstacles are found to prevent any

remedy by appeal to the Privy Council or by writ of error to this

court we apprehend that the advisers of the Crown will take the

matter into their consideration and form their judgment with

respect to any alleged error wrong or hardship which may be brought

before them and if any such should be established to their satisfac

tion will advise the Crown to give the relief to which they may think

the applicant entitled by pardon or mitigation of punishment We

have no authority to interfere

Application refused

In ex parte Fernandez ErIe C.J says

Now the presumption is that all has been rightly done and that

the imprisonment has taken place in due course of law The com
mitment being the act of lawful court acting within its competency

there can be no invasion of the liberty of the subject in the sense in

which the phrase is used To issue habeas corpus for the purpose

of reviewing the decision of the judge would be to my mind gross

abuse of the process The writ would think be most perniciously

applied if sought for on that ground witness the numerous appli

cations for writs of habeas corpus to bring into question the validity

of judgments and other proceedings which have invariably failed

That principle ought to be adhered to unless there is reasonable

ground for thinking that the commitment was void for want of

setting forth in the warrant the facts which would show the offence

and the jurisdiction of the judge to deal with it am clearly of

opinion that no foundation is laid for this motion

Willes

The result is that historically the courts of assize as being courts

of general jurisdiction in all criminal cases and having power to try

all issues of fact of whatever importance arising in the several

counties on their circuits to which therefore every man is indebted

in greater or less degree for the prQtection of his
property his

liberty and his life do stand in the place of the ancient iters of the

judges itinerant and are superior court so to speah by suc

cession whilst practically regard being had to the powers which

they exercise they ares as to criminal matters courts of the most

10 37
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1886 extensive jurisdiction and as to civil causes periodical sittings of

the judges of the superior courts or in their necessary absence of

ROBERT others thought worthy to be associated with them for trying in the

EvAN country those issues of fact which can be more conveniently dis
SPROULE

posed of there than in London or Middlesex

Ritchie CJ In ex pane Partington Lord Penman says
There still remains the question whether the commissioner has

rightly decided that the prisoners case was not within the act but

this was question which he had jurisdiction to enquire into and

decide he has done so and we are not authorized to review his

decision We by no means intimate doubt of the propriety of

that decision we simply express no opinion upon it It may be

that there may be no court competent to review it or it may be

that by the chief judge or the Lord Chancellor the merits of the

decision may be reviewed It is clear only that we have not that

power The prisoner therefore must be remanded

In Regina Newton Lord Penman 0.3 says
The prisoner was convicted at the Central Criminal Court of unlaw

ful wounding at the Eeulah Spa which place was stated in the in

dictment to be in the Parish of Lambeth within the jurisdiction of

the central criminal court The Beulah Spa is really out of the juris

diction of the Central Criminal Court Affidavit being made

showing this last fact in support of motion for writ of habeas

corpus to bring up the body of the prisoner the court on the

motion being made refused the writ the affidavit being in contra

diction of record

Jarvis 0.3 says
It is sought to impeach this record This is not the remedy to be

taken There is record which you cannot impeach The proper

application is to the Attorney General for writ coram nobis The

Attorney General has discretion on that matter and is not the

mere slave of the public looked when Attorney General with

anxiety to this part of my duty refused writ of error in the case

of the Mannings The application here has been made and refused

The record stands and the prisoner is convicted of an offence com
mitted within this jurisdiction

Cresswell

am of the same opinion record is of so high nature that

if error in fact be assigned which contradicts it it is ill assigned

Crowder

As long as the record stands it is quite impossible to grant

labeas corpus on motion of this kind

656 41g
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Brenans Case Lord Denman C.L 188

We think however that the court having competent jurisdiction

to try and punish the offence and the sentence being unreversed ROBERT

we cannot assume that it is invalid or not warranted by law or

require the authority of the court to pass the sentence to be set out

by the gaoler upon the return We are bound to assum prima Ritchie C.J

facie that the unreversed sentence of court of competent juris

diction is correct otherwise we should in effect be constituting

ourselves court of appeal without power to reverse the judgmentS

No words could have more clearly intimated that

the fact of sentence having been passed by such court

founds the right to detain and that the validity or

regularity of the sentence is not to be called in ques

tion Even if that sentence is erroneous this court

cannot set it aside or inquire into its propriety or deny

the effect which the law assigns to any sentence

In the matter of Clarke case of magistrates

order Lord Denman O.F says
The adjudication of any competent authority deciding on facts

which are necessary to give it jurisdiction is sufficient It would be

different if the affidavits tended to show that the magistrates order

was obtained by fraud or that he was not really exercising the

functions which he professed to exercise

Patteson

The only real question now is whether affidavits are admissible to

show that the statements in the order are not true There is no

case in which party has been allowed in this way directly to con

tradict facts set forth in an order All that the courts have per

mitted has been to allege collateral extrinsic fact confessing and

avoiding as it were the disputed order Jere the object proposed

is to contradict it and there is no instance of such an attempt

having been yielded to Britain Kinnaird shows that fact

directly stated on conviction is not to be controverted Every

order must show facts sufficient to give jurisdiction but the facts

if so shown are not to be contested

Wightman

think for the reasons which have been given that the prisoner

must be remanded No case is cited in which parties have been

allowed to controvert fact directly decided by court of competent

10 502 632

432
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1886
jurisdiction

Prisoner remanded
re

ROBERT Dimes Case shows the distinction between pros

SPROULE ceedings beibre superior court and those of an inferior

court
Ilitchie C.T

In Carus Wzisoits case Lord Penman O.J says
We may decide the question before us by considering the prin

ciple of the exception that runs through the whole law of habeas

corpus whether uuder common law or statute namely that our

form of writ does not apply where party is in execution under the

judgment of competent court When it appears that the party

has been before court of competent jurisdiction which court has

committed him for contempt or any other cause think it is no

longer open to this court to enter at all into the subject-matter

Suppose party were convicted of murder and ordered to be

executed in three weeks could we while he was awaiting the

execution of his sentence receive statement that he was impro

perly convicted that evidence was improperly admitted or that the

offence was not murder The security which the public has against

the impunity of offenders is that the court which tries must be

considered competent to convict We would not interfere in this

way without incurring the danger of setting at large persons com
mitted for the worst offences

In the case of the Sheriff of .Middlesex Lord Den-

man O.J says
On the motion for habeas corpus there must be an affidavit

from the party applying but the return if it discloses sufficient

answer puts an end to the case and think the production of

good warrant is sufficient answer

On writ of habeas corpus per Littledale

If the warrant returned be good on the face of it we can inquire

no further

have not deemed it necessary to refer to the Ameri

can cases cited which though entitled to every respect

are not binding on this court and should not be fol

lowed if at variance with the English authorities by

which we are bound when they are consistent but

find in case in Massachusetts decided by an eminent

14 554 1OOS

11A.ii2Oi
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jurist formerly chief justice of Massachusetts and now 1886

distinguished judge of the Supreme Court of the

United States principle propounded as believe the 1T
law to be in these words SFROULE

Per Gray in Fleming Clarke RitchieCJ

The general rule is well established that person imprisoned

under the sentence of court having general jurisdiction of the case

is not to be discharged by habeas corpus but should be left to his

remedy by appeal exceptions or writ of error

For which he cites number of authorities

These authorities are to my mind conclusive that if

the prisoner has any just cause of complaint against

the proceedings in this case his remedy if any exists

cannot be obtained through the instrumentality of

writ of habeas corpus for have no hesitation in say

ing that judgment of conviction and sentence of the

court of oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery of

British Columbia on an indictment for murder con

firmed on error by the Supreme Court of BritishJolum

bia and standing unreversed by the Privy Council is

conclusive as to the prisoner being convicted felon

Such decision as this on which we are called to pass

raises conflict of authority between the established

superior courts of the country and individual judges

of most extraordinary character places the officer in

whose custody the prisoner is in this most anomalous

and trying position compellinghim to elect to hold the

prisoner under the judgment and sentence of court of

unquestionably competent criminal jurisdiction con

firmed by the unanimous decision of the full bench of

the Supreme Court of the province having unrestricted

jurisdiction in criminal cases or to discharge him

nuder the order of single judge at chambers it may

be even of single judge of the very court that unani

mously affirmed his judgment and sentence or single

ii Allen 195
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1886 judge of this court in direct opposition to and defiance

ôf such conviction and sentence

good deal has been said as to the sheriff not obey
SPROULE ing the writ and not bringing up the prisoner

RitchieC.J In Comyns Dig hab cor it is said

If man is in prison for any cause except upon conviction for

any crime or in execution he may have an habeas corpus cum causal

detentionis

But where the commitment is for treason or felony

plainly expressed in the warrant the officer is not

obliged by stat 31 Car cap to make return as

directed by that statute and per LeBlanc

It is sufficient for the officer having him in his custody to return

to writ of /zab6as corpus that court having competent jurisdic

tion had inflicted such sentence as they had authority to do

and that he holds him in his custody under that sentence

Chief Justice Robinson deals with that phase of th

case in Regina crabbe where he says delivering

the.judgment of the court

We cannot properly grant the habeas corpus to bring up prisoner

who iÆ under sentence upon conviction for larceny at the Quarter

Sessions and if weshould grant thewrit the sheriff or gaoler would

do right to return that the prisoner is in his custody in execution of

sentence upon conviction before the Quarter Sessions and not

bring up the prisoner there has been anything wrong in the pro

ceeding below still there can be no certiorari after judgment the

oniy course is by writ of error

Prom these views of the law am not prepared to

dissent So soon then as it appeared by the record of

superior court of general criminal jurisdiction that the

prisoner had beeii tried convicted of felony and sen

tenced by such court the jurisdiction of the judge

that is to say the right of the judge to issue the writ

or discharge the prisoner ceased

If in the administration of the criminal jurisprudence

of theDominion the judrnents of the superior courts of

the provinces and of this the Supreme Court of the

East 317 11 448
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Dominion can be paralysed by single judge of either 1888

of those courts in chambersthe practical effect of what In re

now contended for and if as contended there is no

redress in this or any other court of the Dominion of SPROULE

Canada1 is it too much to say that to allow single judges RitchieCJ

byvirtue of the writ of habeas corpus so to review

control and in effect nullify the judgments of these

high courts of criminal jurisdiction is subversive

of all law and order For if this writ and order could

stand it is clear that every sentence pronounced not

only by the Supreme Court of British Columbia but by

all the supreme courts of criminal jurisdiction in the

other provinces would be subject to be practically

reviewed summarily and theirjudgments and sentences

declared invalid and of no effect by judge in chambers

not only of this court but by judge in chambers of

the courts of the province in which the proceedings

were had and the judgments and sentences pronounced

As the judges of this court in matters of habeas corpus

for the purpose of inquiry into the cause of commitments

in criminal cases under any Act of the Parliament of

Canada have only concurrent jurisdiction with the

judges of British Columbia if judge of this court has

jurisdiction in this matter single judge in British

Columbia can on habeas corpus not only review the pro

ceedings of the court of oyer and terminer and general

gaol delivery and of the Supreme Court of British

Columbia and discharge prisoner convicted and sen

tenced by those courts but if on error there had been

difference of opinion in the Supreme Court of British

Columbia and an appeal had been taken to this court

and this court had affirmed the judgment and sentence

of the courts in British Columbia on the grounds acted

on by my learned brother the dissentient judge in

British Columbia could on habeas corpus have treated

the whole proceedings as nullityand notwithstanding
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1886 the unreserved judgments of all these courts prevented

In re these judgments from having any effect although

RBERT they stood on the records of the court unreversed

SPROULE by simply ordering the prisoner to be discharged

R1thiC.J.out of custody Nor indeed if the judgment of

this court was carried to the Privy Council and

there affirmed can see any reason why on the prin

ciples acted on in this case single judge in British

Columbia or of this court should not go behind the re

cord and by extrinsic evidence pronounce the proceed

ings without jurisdiction It seems to me only neces

sary to state the logical result and effect of the exercise

of such jurisdiction either by the individual judges

of British Columbia or of this court to produce the con

viction that the principles of the common law under

which this writ issued could never be found to sanc

tion such proceeding At any rate have an abiding

confidence that the laws of this Dominion have not en

trusted to any single judge however high his legal

status jurisdiction fraught with such dreadful conse

quences Much as appreciate the value of the writ of

habeas corpus and no man can do so more than do if

by its instrumentality such an exercise of jurisdiction

can be accomplished should feel that instead of its

being blessing as verily think it is it would be the

exact opposite And can only add in conclusion that if

the proceeding of issuing this writ and the order dis

charging the prisoner from the judgment and sentence of

the court of oyer and terminer in British Columbia

affirmed on writ of error by the Supreme Court of

British Columbia and which writ if judge of this

court could issue it might have been issued by judge

of the court of British Columbia thereby in effect

reversing the judgment of both those courts and that

too on the very same point now in controversy is so

na1 and conclusive that such writ and order caunot he
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dealt with by this or any other court in the Dominion 1886

of Canada would it be too much to say that the admin

istration of justice in this Dominioii of Canada is in RJBERT

truly deplorable condition SPROÜLE

The record and materials before the learned judge RitchieC..T

having not only shown proper legal trial conviction

and sentence by court of general criminal jurisdiction

but disclosed valid ground of detention the applica

tion for writ therefore should have been refused

As the writ should not have issued then as in Craw

fords case it was improvidently issued and should be

quashed and it follows as necessary consequence

that if my learned brother ought not to have issued the

writ clearly
the order for the prisoners discharge

should not have been made

STRONG J.The presence in court of the prisoner for

the purposes of this motion was consider for the

reasons which have been stated unnecessary And the

other preliminary objection that the court has no

jurisdiction to control its own process by quashing

writ of habeas corpus issued under section 51 of the

Supreme and Exchequer Act of 1875 is in my

opinion for reasons which will state hereafter

wholly untenable That the writ was improvidently

issued the matter upon which it was granted having

been in law insufficient is also conclusion which

have arrived at for reasons and upon authorities which

rill now proceed to state

In the first place there was no jurisdiction to issue

the writ under section 51 the prisoner not having been

committed in criminal case under any Act of the

Parliament of Canada The offence of murder is not

statutory but common law crime in as much as

the first section of the statute 32 and 33 Vic ch 20

4oes not apply to the offence but to its punishment
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1886 In the case of Potvtn who had been been committed

on charge of murder under coroners warrant and

RBEET for whose dischargeS an application for writ of habeas

SPROULE corpus was made to me had to consider this identical

Stg question and then formed and acted upon the same

opinion as that just enunciated

If any proposition is conclusively established by

authorities having the support of the soundest reasons

it is that after conviction for felony by court having

general jurisdiction of the offence charged habeas

corpus is an inappropriate remedy the proper course to

be adopted is such case being that to which the

prisoner in the present case first had recourse viz

writ of error The anomalous character of such an

interference with the due course of justice in intercept

ing the execution of the judgment of court of com

petent jurisdiction and by which single judge in

chambers might reduce to dead letter the considered

judgment of the highest court of error would to my
mind be itself sufficient even without authority to

induce strong presumption that such state of the

law could not possibly exist

The authorities are however abundant and decisive

against such contention The strong language used

by Williams in Regina Newton seems well

warranted and without attempting any minute

examination of the authorities it is sufficient to say

that the case of Regina Newton is entirely in ac

cordance with other well considered cases particularly

with those of Regina Suddis ex parte Lees

Bethells Case Re Carlile Re Grabbe and

ex parte Watkins case in the Supreme Court of

the United States When there has been conviction

16 103 Salk 347

East 306 Ad 362

828 11 447

Peters 93
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for criminal offence by superior court of record hay- 1886

ing general jurisdiction over that ofTence the objection in

that the court ought not in that particular case to have

exercised its jurisdiction or that there was some fatal SPROULE

defect in its proceedings is one conciwively for court StrJ
of error in other words the judgment of the court is res

judicata as to questions of jurisdiction as well as to all

other objections If court having no jurisdiction

over the offence charged should so far exceed its

authority as to entertain criminal prosecution there

the proceeding being one beyond its general jurisdiction

is wholly void and the prisoner so illegally dealt with

may be entitled to be discharged on writ of habeas

corpus This distinction may think be well illus

trated by case which put during the argument of

recorders court or court of quarter sessions having no

jurisdiction either at common law or by statute to try

prisoner for murder trying and sentencing one on

such charge for such proceeding would be beyond

the general jurisdiction of the court Applying this

here there can be no doubt or question that the court

of oyer and terminer in British Columbia had jnrisdicm

lion to try prisoners for murder and that being so it is

in my judgment decisive of the question upon which

we are called upon to pronounce

As to the objection that the court was not properly

constituted for want of acommission from the Governor

General of the Dominion that was proper question for

the court of error and is concluded by the judgment in

error or if the Supreme Court of British Columbia did

not possess the jurisdiction in error which it assumed to

exercise as to which however have no doubt then

this point was equally concluded by the sentence of the

court of oyei and terminer itself as is shown
ttery

clearly by the cases already cited of re Carlile and

Regina .Newton and re Crabbe in all of which cases
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1886 the objections were to the jurisdiction of the convicting

Inre court
ROBERT

Whilst hold that the record is conclusive here and
SPROULE

that that is sufficient to show that the writ was

Strong improvidently issued am also prepared to agree with

the Chief Justice in holding as he has that the objections

to the conviction of the prisoner were even viewed as

matters of error all untenable Without intending to

enter upon any consideration in detail of these objec

tions may say that as regards the objection that

there was no proper pommission of oyer and terminer it

appears to me entirely covered by the statute of 1885

which as well as that of 1879 was in force when the

prisoner was tried and applied to his case These acts

were under sub-section 14 of section 92 of the British

North America Act authorizing the constitution main
tenance and organization of provincial courts of

criminal jurisdiction clearly within the competence of

the provincial legislature and if no regular commission

was issued there was jurisdiction to hold the courts of

oyer and terminer and general delivery without com
mission am however of opinion that under the pro

visions of sections 64 and 65 of the British North America

Act and the provisions of the order in council for the

admission of British Columbia into the confederation

the power of issuing such commissions was conserved

to the Lieutenant Governor who before the union clearll

possessed that power

As regards the objection to the order changing he

Venue also agree that there could be no valid objection

to the conviction which the prisoner could avail him
elf of tipon writ of habeas corpus so long as the

record was regular and sufficient upon its face We
are bound to consider the record as importing absolute

rerity and the order must therefore be assumed to
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have been actually made on the day it bears 1886

date Moreover the decision of the Court of Error 7e
would as already shewn be conclusive as to this RBERT

objection
SPPOULE

Next it is said that the Supreme Court of British 8tTOflg

Columbia had no jurisdiction to entertain writ of error

The terms on which that court was originally estab

lished giving it general jurisdiction in criminal cases

are said to be insufficient to confer jurisdiction in error

The court was originally established not by legislative

enactment but by the authority of the Crown given to

the Lieutenant Governor by his commission and by

proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor following the

terms of the commission court to exercise jurisdic

tion according to the course of the common law but

common law courts only can as is well known be

legally established in this way The only question

therefore which can be raised is as to the extent of the

jurisdiction implied in the words used And this

think must he answered by holding that the powers

of the court in criminal cases were to be the same as

those of the Court of Queens Bench at Westminster as

it existed at the date of the proclamation That court

being the great criminal court of original jurisdiction

known to the common law is the type which all

criminal courts of general jurisdiction established in

this way must in the absence of some words expressly

restricting jurisdiction be assumed to follow and on

this priuciple have no doubt as to the jurisdiction in

error in criminal cases of the Supreme Court of British

Columbia It would howeTer make no difference if

this were not so for granting that the Supreme Court

of British Columbia had no jurisdiction to issue the

writ of error and that the judgment in error was wholly

void still we have before us the record of the Court
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i886 Oyer and Terminer which shows good conviction and

conclusive sentence and in the cases already quoted of

Regina Newton Regina Carlile and Regina

SPROULE Lees there was no writ of error but conclusive effect

Strong
in these cases was attributed to the judgments of courts

of first instance

So far have refrained from writing fully either for

the purposes of discussing arguments or examining

authorities all of which has been done by the chief

justice

There are however two or three points which were

raised in the argument by the learned counsel for the

Crown on which desire speaking only for myself to

say few additional words In the first place it was

contended that the 51st section of the Supreme and

Exchequer Court Act 1875 was not within the

powers of the Parliament of the Dominion Acting

upon the well established and salutary rule that

question of constitutional validity is one which courts

never deal with if the case is susceptible of decision

in favor of the party raising the objection on other

grounds it has been considered advisable not to enter

upon any discussion of this point and only mention

it expressly to reserve the right to consider it fully if it

should be raised hereafter

Next with reference to the jurisdiction of the

court to entertain the present motion desire to say

that have formed an opinion on that point xen

stronger than that already expressed by the Chief

Justice This court has in nir view in exer

.cise either of an inherent jurisdiction to control its

own process and writs or referentially under the

words of the 51st section conferring on the judges of

the court jurisdiction not in terms unlimitedbut only

concurrent and therefore co-extensive with that ofthe

judges of the Supreme Court of British Columbia who
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are subject to the control of rheir own court power to 1888

set aside this writ as having een issued improvidently in re

Some of my learned brothert believe hold that the RJBIRT

words of the 51st section expressly conferring right -SPouLE

of appeal in case the writ should be refused have the

effect upon the principle of the argument contrario

of excluding an appeal to or right of review by the

court in all other cases undr the clause in question

Diflorin admit very widely from them am of

opinion that there is nothing in the words just referred

to which ought to have the effect of so excluding

the ordinary jurisdiction of this court to review the

decision of one of its judges who sitting in chambers

exerôises the power of the eourt If the concluding

words of the section giving the appeal in case of the

refusal of the writ had been onitted and the section had

concluded with the words any Act of the Parliament

of Canada the provision relating to extradition was

repealed in 1876 there could apprehend be no

possible doubt that on the general principle that

when jurisdiction is conferred on judge in chambers

right to revise his decision is mpliedlyconferred on the

court there would be in every case as well in those

in which the writ might be granted as in those in

which it might be refused right in the court to revise

the decision and rescind the order of judge made under

this section The cases of Robinson Burbidge

and Witham Lynch are sufficient authorities to

establish this proposition thcugh no doubt other cases

to the same effect could easily be produced but the

proposition this general form is so universaB
adwitted and acted on in practice that search for

additional authorities may have been thought super

fluous The question is then reduced to this Do th
latter words of the section giving the right of appeal in

99 Ex 391
14
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1886 the one particular case of the writ having been refused

take it away in all others upon the principle of the

often quoted maxim expressio uzius est exclusio aiteriu

SPROULE or are we to consider this provision as introduced eithr

Strong by way of extreme caution in regard of the right of

personal liberty or from misapprehension of the geli

eral law which without such words would have con

ferred an appeal or right of review No reason can be

suggested why the right of appeal should be withheld

when the writ is granted and am of opinion therefore

that we must attribute these words expressly giving

an appeal to the excessive caution of the legislature to

provide all due protection to the subject in the matter

of personal libeity and not to an intention to disarm

the court of the almost essential right of controlling

writs and process issued under its seal and running in its

name The provision under consideration is therefore

to be construed not upon the principle of the maxim

referred to but upon the application of another equally

recognized viz exprºssio eorum quae taciti insunt nihil

operatur and right to entertain appeals from and

revise rescind and vary orders made under this sec

tion must be recognized as existing in the court to

the fullest extent or in the present case at least to as full

an extent as the Supreme Court of British Columbia

possesses jurisdictiqn to revise and rescind the orders of

its judges made at chambers in matters connected with

the granting of the writ of habeas corpus and proceed

ings incidental to it

Next it is to be observed that the notice of motion

asks not merely that the writ of habeas corpus be set

aside but also that the order for the prisoners discharge

consequent upon the return may be rescinded That

the return was perfectly good one in form in my
opinion cannot be doubted It follows the precedent

of return to such writs given in Archbolds Crown
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Practice and cannt think that there is any 18S6

ground for the objection that the return should in

addition to the form used be signed by the sheriff in his RBRT
own hand The sheriff is ministerial officer and such SPROULE

officers may in law always act by deputy and we know st
that in practice the returns to all writs directed to the

sheriff are usually signed by the deputy or under sheriff

in the name of the sheriffi That the return is good in

substance appears not only as necessary consequence
of what has been already said that the sentence of

court of competent jurisdiction is not to be interfered

with by writ of habeas corpus but also by the high

authority of case directly in point In the Queen

Grabbe already referred to where such writ was

moved for to bring up risoner under sentence of

court of quarter sessions II conviction for larceny

upon the ground that the court which tried him was

not properly constituted liobinson C.J says

We cannot properly grant the abeas corpus to bring up prisoner

who is under sentence upon ccnviction for larceny at the quarter

sessions and if we should grant the writ the sheriff or gaoler would

do right to return that the prison er is in his custody in execution of

sentence upon conviction befon the quarter sessions and not bring

up the prisoner

This is decision of culiar weight as being the

judgment of great crown lawyer and of Chief Justice

little disposed to excuse an laxity in obedience to the

process of his court Having thus upon the files of this

court return good in forri and in substance return

which is nothing less than record of the court what

ask is there in the statute to prevent this court acting

on such return to its owa writ The utmost effect

which can be given to the words already referred to
is that they apply in case the writ is granted to cx

dude an appeal from that decision bt here the

writ having been granted and obeyed so far that

At 346 1113 447

l4
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1886 good return has been made to it how can these words

which do not refer to the proceedings ulterior to the

BERT granting of the writ that is to the return and sub

SROULE sequent proceedings take away that obvious jurisdiction

Sti which this court must in common with the most

humble tribunal of the land possess over its own

records and its own officers can se no reason against

exercising jurisdiction on this head and even therefore

if was convinced that we had no power to inquire

into the circumstances connected with the granting of

the writ should still be prepared to hold that there

was on the files of the court good return to the writ

of the court upon which we are bound to act by reliev

ing the sheriff an officer at once of this court and of the

Supreme Court of British Columbia from the embar

rassing position in which he is placed between the con

flicting orders of the two jurisdictions by rescinding the

order for the prisonersdischarge from custody made on

the return

It is laid downin Bacons Ab Pit Habeas Corpus

that writ to bring up criminal prisoner should be

directed to the gaoler and not to the sheriff as in the

case of civiL prisoner but here it appears from the

proceedings before us that the prisoner although origin

ally in the custody of the gaoler was remanded by the

court of oyer and terminer and also by the Supreme

Court in error to the custody of the sheriff in whose

custody he must therefore be now considered to be

Lastly must observe that had thought the learned

judge right in all other respects should still have

thought he erred in discharging the prisoner instead of

remanding him as he had by statute express authority

to do There were in my opinion materials before the

judge amply sufficient to warrant remand

For the foregoing reasons am of opinion that this

motion must be granted to the fullest extent asked for
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F0URNIER .T.Cette causc est soumise la cour sur 1886

une motion de la part de la Couronne demandant in re

lannulation dun bref dhabeas corpus Ømis sur lordre

de lhonorable juge Henry ordonnant au shØrif de SPROULL

1lle de Vancouver de produire devant lhonorable Fournier

juge Ottawa la personite de Robert Sproule

Lannulation des procØdØs subsØquents au dit bref

compris lordre de mise en libertØ du dit Sproule

sont aussi demandØs par la nŒmemotion Les raisons

donnØes lappui de cette demande sont 10 Que

lhonorable juge navait ps le pouvoir dordonner

lØmission du dit bref dhabes corpus Que son juge

ment ordonnant la mise en libertØ du dit Sproule est

erronØ parce que le dit Sproule avait legalement subi

devant une cour compØtente son procŁs pour meurtre

et en avait ØtØ trouvØ coupalle et convaincu et que la

conviction avait ensuite ØtØ eonfirmØe sur un bref der

reur

Le meurtrepour lequel le prisonnier subi sonprocŁs

en dØcembre 1885 Victoria dans la Colombie Britan

nique avait ØtS commis le icr juin Kootenay dans la

mŒme province Un verdict de culpabilitØ fut rendu

avec recommandation la 1Ømence royale mais une

sentence de mort nen filt pas moms prononcØe contre

le prisonnier le janvier 1886

Le condamnØ ayant obtenii un bref derreur Ia cour

Supreme de la Colombie corciposØe de cinq jugesØtant

au complet rejeta aprŁs audition le bref derreur et

confirma la sentence prononØe

Le trois mai suivant unc demande dhabeas corpus

fut prØsentØe lhonorable juge Henry lequel aprØs

audition et dØlibØrØordonna lØmission du bref dhabeas

corpus dont lannulation est demandØe Sur ce bref le

shØrif de 1Ile de Vancouve ayant fait rapport quil

dØtenait Sproule en vertu dune sentence de mort pro

uoncØe contre mi aux derniŁes assises de Victoria pour
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1.86 meurtre sentence qui avait ensuite ØtØ confirmØe par la

decision unanime de la cour Supreme de Ia Colombie

Britannique sur un bref derreur ii sournettait

SPILtJLE tueusement quen consequence ii nØtait pas tenu de se

Foi conformer aux injonctions de ce bref prŁs la produc

tion de ce rapport une demande de mise en libertØ du

condamnØ fut prØsentØe lhonorable juge qui aprŁs

audition accorda cette demande

Les questions dØbattues devant lhonorable juge

Henry furent les mØmes que celles qui avaient ŒtØdis

cutØes devant les cinq juges de la cour Supreme de la

Colombie savoir 10 quun changement de venue avait

ØtØ illØgalement ordonne que la commissioi du

lieutenant.gouverneur de la JolombieBritannique en

date du 23 novembre 1885 Øtablissant une cour dOyer

et Terminer et de dØlivrance gØnØrale en la cite de Vic

toria et les assises tenues en vertu de cette commission

Ømisesous le grand sceau de la province de la Colom

bie Øtaient illegales

Lhonorable juge par un jugement dans lequel ii

fait un examen approfondi des importantes questions

qui lui Ctaient soumises ordonnC dabord lØmission

du bref dhabeas corpus et plus tard la mise en libertØ

du condamnØ

Les mŒmes questions ont ØtØ de nouveau dØbattues

devant cette cour sur la motion demandant lannula

tion des ordres rendus par lhonorable juge Henry tant

pour lØmission du bref dhabeas corpus que pour la

mise en libertØ du prisonniei

Ces questions ont ete traitØes par les habiles conseils

entendus tani de la part de la Couronne que de celle

du condamnØ avec tous les dØveloppements dont elles

Øtaient susceptibles Mais avant de les aborder les sa

vants conseils du condamnØ out tout dabord soulevØ

contre la juridiction de cette cour une objection qui si

-el1e est maintenue nous interdit le droit dentrer clans
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examen des questions dØcides par lhonorable juge 1886

Henry- Cette question doit ei consequence Œtre dCci- In

dee avant que lon puisse procØder ultØrieurement

La cour Supreme disent les savants conseils du pri SIROULE

sonnier na quune juricliction limitØe en matiŁre dha- Fournier

beas corpus Elle ne pent ni ord.onner lCmission da bref

en premiere instance ni siØger en appel pour reviser

lordre rendu par un seul juge sil na pas refuse le bref

demandØ

Bien que la section 15 de lActe de la Cour Supreme

declare dune maniŁre gØnØra.e que Ia cour Supreme

exercera une juridiction dappel en matiŁre civile et

criminelle dans tout le Canala cette juridiction est

dØfinie et limitØe par les sections qui suivent cette dØ

claration Lappel est limitØ ant au civil quau crimi

nel

En matiŁre dhabeas corpus ad subjiciendum dans les

affaires criminelles la juridiclion est confØrØe par la

section 51 de lActe de Ia CouT Supreme tout juge de

cette cour mais elle nest pas Øtendue la cour inŒme

qui na cet Øgard aucun potivoir comme le font voir

clairement les termes de cette section

Any Judge of the Supreme Cour shall have concurrent juris

diction with the Courts or Judges of the several Provinces to issue

the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum for the purpose
of an

enquiry into the cause of commitment in any criminal case under

any Act of the Parliament of Canada

DaprŁs ces termes cest au juge individuellement de

la Cour Supreme que des pouvoirs concurrents avec

ceux des cours et des juges des provinces sont donnØs

an sujet de lhabeas corpus et non pas la cour Supreme

ii pas entre cette derniŁre et les cours et es juges

des provinces concurrence cet Øgard

Le pouvoir que pouvait exercer lhonorable juge

Henry quant lØmission du bref dhabeas corpus est

exactement le mŒme que celui possØdØ par la cour

Supreme cle la Colombie et par les jugŁs de cette cour
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1886 individuellement Or le pouvoir dordonner lØmission

1i du bref habeas corpus appartient incontestablement

RBERT la cour Supreme de la Colombie et chacun de ses

SPROULE juges individuellement Cette clause mi donnait claire

mont le pouvoir quil exŁrcØ de senquerir des causes

dii commitment du condamnØ

On paru trouver singulier que la section 51 nait

pas donnØ la Cour Supreme en matiŁre dhabeas

C07 pus comme cest le cas dans los autres tribunaux

supØrieurs les mŒmes pouvoirs que la loi donne ces

cours et aux juges individuellement La raison en est

sans doute que ra juridiction donnØe chaque juge

Øtait considØrØe suffisante pour lexpØdition de ces

sortes daffaires

ne autre raison bien forte pour faire voir que tous

les pouvoirsont ØtØ confØrØs un soul juge cest quil

est en rØalitØ Øtabli comme une cour de premiere

instance en matiŁre dhabeas corpus Le parlement du

Canada possŁde incontestablement par la section 101 de

Acte do confØdØration le pouvoir de crØer des tribu

naux additionnels Cest ce pouvoir quil exercØ en

concentrant tous les pouvoirs sur un seul juge Ce

pouvoir do crØer des tribunaux additionnels dØjà ØtØ

exercØ plusieurs lois entre autres dans la creation dune

cour dØlection et dune cour maritime oil dans chacun

de ces tribunaux un seul juge forme la cour

Ce qui rendencore plus evident lintention du legis

lateur qui par la section 15 crØait une cour dappel en

matiŁre civile et crimineile cest quil accorde le droit

appeler de la decision dun seul juge toute la cour

lorsque le juge refuse la demande dhabeas corpus ou

renvoyØ laccusØ en prison

Dailleurs queues quaient ŒtØ los raisons du lØgis

lateur pour en agir ainsi ii est evident que son intention

nØtait pas de donner la Cour Supreme une juridiction

de premiere instance Toute la juridiction qu ii mi
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confØrØe se borne un appel dans le seul cas oil un 1886

juge refuse le bref dhabeas corpus Ii ny que dans In re

ce cas que Ia Cour Supreme puisse exercer une juridic-

tion dappel en matiŁre dhabeas corpus Si ce neilt SPROULE

pas ØtØ lintention de limiter ainsi lappel SUT lhabeas Fo ier

corpus en matiŁre criminelle le lØgislateur comme ii la

fait pour lhabeas corpus en matiŁre civile section 23

ne laurait-il pas accordØ dune maniŁre gØnØrale

chaque partie intØressØe Lintention de limiter les

appels en matiŁre criminelle apparaIt encore par Ia

section 49 Oil cet appel est refuse lorsque la cour qui

confirmØ la conviction ØtØ unanime Ceci doit suffire

pour faire voir que lappel accordØ en matiŁre criminelle

est limitØet quil ne peut Œtre exercØ que dans le cas

Oil ii est spØcialement accordØ Ii lest Øvidemment

dØniØ dans le cas qui nous occupe par les termes do la

section 51qui ne laccorde que lorsquele bref ØtØ

refusØdansce cas le bref ØtØ accordØ par lhonorable

juge Cette cour est done
saiis juridiction

Pour combattre le texte formel de lacte de la cour

Supreme refusant lappel on sest attachØ des subti

litØs techniques pour en conclure que la cour tout do

mŒmeun droit de surveillance et de contrôle sur les

brefs dhabeas corpus Ømispar unjuge Tout brefCmanant

de la cour Supreme dit-on doit en vertu de la sec 66

Œtre attestØ au nom dii juge en chef et de cette attesta

tion au nom de la cour on en conclut que celle-ci peut

senquØrir de la maniŁre dont le bref ØtØ Ømiset
lannuler si elle trouve quil la ØtØ irrØguliŁrement Ii

est vrai que le bref signØ par lhonorablejuge Henry est

intitulØ comme Cmis de la cour Supreme et porte lat

testation du juge en chef Ii faut remarquer que la sec

66 ne sapplique quaux brefs de la cour Supreme cest

a-dire ceux quelIe le pouvoir dØmettre en vertu du

statut Cette formalitØ de Iattestation dolt sans doute

Øtre observCe pour ces brefs Mais en est-il de mŒme
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1886 pour un bref quelle iia pas droit de faire Ømettre Je

ne le crois pas Le bref dhabeas corpus aurait Pu Œtre

BERT valablement Ømis sur lordre du juge seul sans lattes

SPROULE tation de la cour et ii eut etC sufilsant car ia principale

Fournier j.et presque la seule formalitC requise par le stat 31 ch

est la signature du juge et le bref dont ii sagit

porte celle de lhonorable juge Henry Lofficier sur

lequel aurait CtØ signiflC ce bref sans la signature dun

juge neit pas etC oblige de sy conformer bien que ce

bref fiit attestØ par le juge en chef et portât le sceau de

la cour La formalitC indispensable Øtait la signature

du jugŁ ordonnant lØmission du bref et non lattesta

tion II serait done valable sans lattestation Mais le

fait dy avoir ajoutØ cette pure .formalitØ peut-il donner

la cour une juridiction que le statut lui refuse en

termes formels Cest evident que non car ce serait un

mbyen indirect de violer la loi en sattribuant au moyen
dune simple formalitØ sans valeur une juridiction im

portante que la lØgislatui refusØe Si cette formalitC

ce dontje donte fort doit Œtre remphe dans un bref que

le juge seul droit dØmettreii faut en conclure que le

lCgislateur voulu autoriser le juge qui seul le pou
voir de faire Cmettre Ic bref se servir de lattestation

dii juge en chef et dii sceau de la cour

Pans tous les cas le fait davoir rempli cette formalitC

ne pent pas plus vicier le bref quil ne pent donner

juridiction la cour Ii est de principe dailleurs que
le bref dhabeas corpus ad sub/iciendum ne peut Œtre

dØclarC nil pour simple dØfaut de forme

On nous dit aussi pour nous persuader que la cour

Supreme doit avoir le droit de contrôler ou de reviser

la decision de lhonorable juge Henry que la cour du

Bane de la iReine un droit de surveillance sur les

cours infØrieures de record et quelle peut au moyen

Vol Chittys Crim Law 125
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soit du bref de prohibition ou derreur ou de çertwrari 1886

reviser leurs jugements on les contraindre se renfer- In re

mer dans les limites de leurs juridictions respectives

Elle aussi le mØme pouvoir sur les tribunaux infØ- SPROULE

rieurs qui ne sont pas des cours de record au moyen Fournier

dun bref appelØ writ of Jaise judgrnee On pent encore

au moyen du bref dhabeas corpus ØmanØ de lune ou

lautre des cours de juridiction supØrieure mettre en

question la validitØ des jugements des tribunaux infØ

nears Enfin les pouvoirs de surveillance de là cour

du Banc de la Reine sun les tnibunau infØnieurs sont

trŁs Øtendus et dun caractŁre gØnØral

On nous dit en outre que cette cour pent exercer

en certains cas le pouvoir dannuler des brels qui au
raient ØtØ illØgalement ou irrØgulierernent Ømis et

quelle tire son autoritØ pour en agin ainsi dun pouvoir

inherent sa constitution

Tout cela est sans doute vrai de là cour du Banc de

la Reine mais ne lest pas de la cour Supreme Si elle

ces pouvoirs on est le texte de loi qui les liii confŁne

Ii ny en certainement pas Ce nest pas en suppo

sant une analogie qui nexiste pas entre ces deux cours

que lon peut en tirer là conclusion que les pouvoirs

de lune peuvent Œtre exercØs par lautre

De cc quo la cour du Banc de la Reine pent avoir

un certain contrôle sur les brefs qui en sont ØmanCs

doit-on en conclure quo cc pouvoir existe aussi dans

notre cour Peut-on dire encore que Ce pouvoir rØsulte

de lensemhle des dispositions de lacte de là cour Sm

prØme et de là volontØ prØsumØe du lØgislateur de ne

pas laisser an seul juge sans aucun contrôle de la

part de là cour le pouvoir de decider finalernent los

questions importantes qui peuvent Œtre soulevØes sur

habeas corpvs

Ce naisonnement no repose sun aucune base sØnieuse

Ce nest ras pan des analogies et des prØsomptions quo
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886 ion pent sattribuer mm juridictionil est de principe

quelle nest confØrØe que par des terrries prØcis et une

IOBERT volontØ formeilernent exprimØe par le lØgislateur Ici

SPROULE le lØgislateur dit de la maniŁre la plus precise

Fournier tout le contraire de ce que lon veut lui faire dire

Dans tons les cas ce qui peut Œtre vrai du pouvoir

reconnhl la Cour du Bane de ia Reine dannuler

quash soii propre writ ne sapplique pas an bref

dhabeas corpus Ømis par un juge de cette cour dans

lexercice de sa juridiction en cette matiŁre Sa juri

diction cet egaid est concurrente avec celie des

cours provinciales et de leurs juges lila possŁde toute

entiŁre lorsquil lexerce seul et elle est aussi Ctendue

et complete dans sa personne que lorsquelle est exercØe

par une de ces cours ou mi de leurs juges Ses dØci

sions ne sont nullement sujettes au coatrôle et la

revision de la cour dont ii fait parlie pas plus que ceiles

des juges des cours provincjales Bien que la prØten

tion contraire alt etC avancØe par les savants conseils

de ia couronne us nont Pu lØtablir par aucune dØci

.sion judiciaire ni par aucun texte de loi La decision

citØe Queen vs Crawford sur laquelle us ont

fortement insistC comme Ctablissant leur proposi

tion prouve prØcisØment tout le contraire de leur

avancØ Car dans cette affaire ordre du juge avait

fait le bref rapportable devant la cour de sorte quelle

exerçait ses pouvoirs en premiere instance et non

comme tribunal de revision La decision dun juge

ordonnant FØmission dtt bref et la mise en libertØ dun

prisonnier est considØrCe comme finale du moms le

contraire na Pu Œtre Ctabli

Le pouvoir donnØ au juge de la Cour Supreme au

sujet de lhabeas corpus eat en ces termes

For the purpose of an inquiry into the cause of commitment in

any criiina1 case under any act of Parliament of Canada

13 613
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Ces termes ont diton leffet de restreindre le pouvoir
1886

du juge la catØgorie des cas dØsignØs par ces expres- In re

sions En consequence un habeas corpus demandC en

vertu de la loi commune ne pourrait pas Œtre accordØ SPROULE

parce que pour le Canada Dominion ii noxiste pas Foer
de loi commune Toutefois cette interpretation me

paraIt fort douteuse parce que la premiere partie de la

clause assimile le pouvoir des juges de la Cour Supreme

ceux des cours provinciales et de leurs juges MalgrØ

cela je ne crois pas que pour la decision de cette cause

ii soit nØcessaire de trancher cette question car .cette

cause est ØvidemmentiØgie par les statuts du Canada

Mais une demande dhabeas corpus qui serait fondØe sur

un commitment pour infraction quelque loi pro

vinciale serait sans donte refusØe parce quelle ne tom

berait pas dans la categoric dØsignØe Cest cela seu

lement dans mon opinion que se borne la restriction

imposØe par le statut

Les savants conseils de la Couronne out prCtendu que

la condamnØ nayant pas ØtØ trouvØ coupable sur un

indictement pour violation dun statut du Canada lho

norable juge Ienry navait en consequence aucune

juridiction mais la section 51 ne lui donne-t-elle pas

clairement le pouvoir de senquCrir des causes du com

mitment en vertu des statuts du Canada

Les mots dans une cause criminelle que lon

trouve dans cette phrase ny sont sans doute insØrØsque

pour exciure lhabeas corpus en matiCre civile Le mot

case nest pas mis là pour signifier offense on crime

cette phrase ne veut pas dire que loffense ou le crime

doit Œtre dØfini par une loi du Canada comme on le

pretend pour quil ait juridiction elle dit au con

traire quil suffit que le commitment soit en vertu dun

acte du parlement dii Canada pour quil ait lieu

dexercer la juridiction pourvu que ce soit dans une

cause criminelle
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1886 Cela me paraIt dautant plus certain que le juge na

que le pouvoir de senquØrir de la lØgalitØ du commit

RERT ment et ui1 na pas le droit de faire le procŁs du pØti

SPItOULE tionnaire dans un habeas corpus pour le crime ou

Fouer loffense qui amenØ son incarceration Evidemment

cette cause ØtØ conduite daprŁs les statuts du Canada

Lindictement porte contre le condamnØ est dans lee

termes du statut 32-3.3 lTict ch 29 ainsi quil suit

British Columbia

To wit

The Jurors for Our Lady the Queen upon their oath present that

Robert Sproule on the first day of June in the year of Our Lord

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five feloniously wilfully and

of his malice aforethought did kill and murder one Thomas Hammill

against the peace of Our Lady the Queen her Crown and dignity

Lee seules differences entre cette forme et coRe donnØe

par le statut sont 10 quon ajoutØ les mots -contre la

paix de Notre Souveraine Dame la Reine sa couronne

et sa dignite qui ne se trouvent pas dans celle du

statut la deuxiŁme qui est plus grave est quon omis

dindiquer le comtØ on le district oil loffense ØtØ

commise Quoiquil soit encore dusage de conclure

les indictements daprŁs la loi commune par les mots

contre la paix de Notre Souveraine Dame la Reine sa

couronne et sa dignitØ et do conclure les indictements

pour offenses contre les statuts par Ia formule contre

la forme du statut en tel cas fait et pourvu et contre la

paix de Notre Souveraine Dame la Reine sa couronne

et sa dignitØ cela nest cependant pas reconnu nØces

saire depuis Ia passation du statut 14 et 15 Vict ch

100 sec 24 Laddition des mots contre la paix etc

nindique pas une intention de procØder conformØment

la loi commune puisque Ia forme do lindictement est

celle donnØe par le statut en vertu de la section 27 du

ch 29 32-33 Vict

Le changement de venue qui est un des principaux

moyens sur lesquels sest appuyØ lhonorable juge pour
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accorder lhabeas corpus eu lieu en vertu du mŒme 1886

statut sec 11 comme le fait voir le record de la cour In re

Supreme de la Colombie Ce nest quen vertu de cette

section que la cour siØgeant Victoria Pu acquØrir SPROULE

juridiction pour faire le procŁs du condamnØ qui sans Fournier

cela efit dæ le subir dans le listrict de Kootena oil

loffense ØtØ commise Cest uniquement en vertu de

ce statut que la cour Pu acquØrir Ia juridiction nØces

saire pour faire le procŁs du condamnØ

Le châtiment inflige pa les sec et de Ia 32-33 Vie

oh 20 est celui qui ØtØ prononcØ contre le condamnC

Comment peut-on dire aprŁs cela que cette cause nest

pas crrnirt case under an Act of Parliament Ganada

quand tout le procŁs eu lieu en vertu du 29 de 32-

33 Vie

Lhonorable juge avait certainement le droit de

senquØrir si le condamnØ Øtait dØtenu en vertu dun

ordre legal dune cour compØtente Ii na en cela

assume aucune juridietion mais na fait quexercer celle

que lui confØre le statut Je nexaminerai pas le mØrite

des questions quil dØcidØes par ses deux ordres ear

je suis persuade qüe je nai aucun droit de siegel en

revision ou en appel de ces ordres Ii est vrai que par

sos jugements lhonorable juge se trouve avoir prati

quemment renversØ la sentence prononcØe contre le

condamnØ ainsi que le jugement de la cour derreur

confirmant unanirnement cette sentence Cette conse

quence quoi que grave nest pas comme on la reprØ

sentCe une anomalie qui renverserait lordre judiciaire

si cette cour ne mettait pas nØant les ordres de lho

norable jifge Ce serait suivant moi une bien plus

grande anomalie et un danger beaucoup plus grand si

dans une cause ou un malheureux lutte pour sauver sa

vie on voyait une cour exercer une juridiction qui ne

lui appartient pas

Le jugement de lhonorable juge Henry doit subsister
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1886 tant quil naura pas ØtØ mis de côtØ par une cour corn

pØtente et celle-ci suivant moi ne lest pas comme je

REOBERT
crois lavoir dØmontrØ Si cette cour na pas le pouvoir

SPROULE dintervenir ii en une autre qui une juridiction

Fournier incontestable dans cette aflaire cest le Conseil privØ de

Sa MajestØ Cest là quon eut dil sadresser d.e suite

au lieu de vØnir devant une cour dont les avocats de la

couronue eux-mŒmeont contestØ la juridiction Chose

extraordinaire tout en nous demandant dannuler les

ordres en question les savants conseils de la couronne

ont en mØme temps essayØ de dØmontrer que la clause

51 Øtait inconstitutionnelle rnais cette prØtention na

pas ØtØ mieux Øtablie que celle du droit de la cour de

siØger en appel des ordres en question

Je ne crois pas devoir entrer dans lexamen de la

question de constitutionalitØ de la section 51 car la

.Cour Supreme plusieurs fois dØjà exprirnØ lopinion

quefle ne dØciderÆit pas des questions de ce genre si

le litige pouvait Œtre jugØ sans cela Comme je suis

dopinion que la cour na aucun droit de reviser les

jugements de lhonorable juge Henry je mabstiendrai

pour cette raison de considØrer la question de constitu

tionalitØ

Jai dØjà fait rernarquer que les savants conseils de la

couronne nont pu Øtablir la proposition que la mise en

libertØ ordonnØe par un juge sur habeas corpus est

sujette un appel la cour dont ce juge forme partie

Ii sen suit que les ordres en question doivent subsister

tant quils nauront pas ØtØ mis de côtC par une cour corn

pØtente Ii en est de mŒrne en matiŁre Qivile et le

principe doit je crois Œtre observe pour les ordres sur

habeas corpus comme ii lest dans les causes civiles Je

citerai lappui de cette proposition une cause civile

dans laquelle ce principe ØtØsoutenu par lopinion de

juges Øminents
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Ex parte Bryant in re Padstow Total Loss and Collision Ass 1886

Co

If court in assumed exercise of jurisdiction belonging to it ROBE

makes an order which under the particular circumstances of the EVAN

case is beyond that jurisdiction the order must until it be dis-
SPROULE

charged be treated as subsisting order and can only be discharged Fournier

upon an appeal

Le juge Brett fait ce sujet les observations suivantes

qui sont parfaitement applicables cette cause

That order was the order of superior court which superior

court has jurisdiction under certain given state of fact to make

winding up order and if thore has been mistake made in the

particular case and not the assumption of jurisdiction which the

court has not should be inclined to say that this order could never

have been treated as long as it existed either by the court that

made it or by any other court as nullity and that the only way of

getting rid of it was by appeal The case therefore is one of

appeal rather than of jurisdiction It is an erroneous judgment if

erroneous at all

DaprŁs cette autoritØ si lhonorable juge Henry
fait une erreur en ordonnant la mise en libertØ du con

damnØ en exerçant une juridiction qui lui appartenait

clairement celle de senquØrir des causes du commit

mentpourvu quil nait pas assume une juridiction

qui ne lui appartenait pas son ordre ne peut Œtre traitØ

comme une nullitØ absolue ni par Iui-mŒme ni par au
cune autre cour Lappel privØ est le seul moyen de

faire annuler cet ordre Jessell exprirnØ la

mŒmeopinion dans cette cause

Assuming for the present that the association was an unlawful one
and that the court had no jurisdiction to make the order is the

proper mode of getting rid of that order to appeal against it
think it is think an order by Court of competent jurisdiction

which has authority to decide as to its own competency when that

order is made must be taken to be decision by the Court that it

has jurisdiction to make the order and consequently you may
appeal from it on the ground that there is error in the order the

Court having in fact no jurisdiction to make it

Ces autoritCs me confirment dans opinion que les

51 Eq 344 350

348Q

15
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1886 ordres de lhonorable juge Henry doivent subsister jus

Inre quà ce quils aient ØtØ annulØs sur un appel une

REOBERT cour compØtente Celle qui ce pouvoir est lhono

SPROULE rable Conseil privØ de Sa MajestØ et non la cour Su

Foamier prŒme qui na aucune juridiction dans le cas actuel

La motion devrait Œtre rejetØe

HENRY J.This matter came before the court in

8pecial session convened by our learned Chief Justice

on an application made by the attorney general of

British Columbia to consider motion to be made on

the part of the Crown to quash writ of habeas corpus

ad subjiciendim directed to the sheriff of Vancouver

Island British Columbia to bring before me the body

of the priFioner with the cause of his detention and

also to set aside an order by me for his discharge sub

sequently made

think it very doubtful if the learned Chief Justice

had any jurisdiction to convene the court as the

power to call special session of this court is

think only for the purpose of exercising jurisdiction

as prescribed by the ct When the matter came

before me under the alternative order nisi made

by me arrived at the conclusion that on two

grounds there was an absence of jurisdiction in the

tribunal by which the prisoner was tried and that he

was therefore entitled to be discharged adopted one

of two alternative means that considered available

for that purpose and caused writ of habeas corpus to

be issued to bring the prisoner before me This not

having been obeyed for several weeks or in my opinion

properly returned made the order for the discharge

of the prisoner which is now sought to be set aside

copy of the record was annexed to the affidavits

read on behalf of the prisoner when the original order

was applied for and an authenticated copy of it was
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returned by the sheriff in whose custody the prisoner 1886

then was and still is By the record so produced it

was shown that the trial of the prisoner was conducted

by one of the learned judges of the Court of Queens SROULE

Bench of British Columbia authorized as it appeared

by the record only by commission of oyer and

terminer and general gaol delivery issued by the Lieut

enant Governor of British Columbia and it appeared

also by affidavits uncontradicted that the order for

the change of venue set out in the record was made

after the trial and conviction of the prisoner In ray

judgment on the hearing for the reasons given in it

stated that in my opinion there was no jurisdiction to

try the prisoner at Victoria and that the Lieutenai

Governor had not the right to issue such commissioi

It is contended that under the circumstances as shown

by the record had no jurisdiction to make the original

order or the subsequent one or to allow the issue of the

writ If was wrong as to all another important ques
tion necessarily arises Has this court the power to deal

at all witki the subject matter It is not contended

that the court has any appellate jurisdicLion but it is

contended that inasmuch as the writ was technicaflcr

that of the court the court therefore can quash it as

improvident on the ground of my want of jurisdicio
On the argument of the first order before me my juris

diction to deal with the subject-matter was referred to

on behalf of the crown but was not in fact objected to
and no question as to it was taken or argued but the

whole argument took place on the objections raised to

the jurisdiction of the court before which the prisone

was tried and convicted The case then before me wa
argued for two days and determined upon points which

did not involve question as to myjurisdiction and is

it not now too late to question it It is however now
contended on the part of the crown that the court hs

15
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1886 the right to quash the writ as having been improvidently

issued because of the want of jurisdiction on my part

RJBERT It should not be forgotten that the matter was before

SPROULE me under the first order and that had then made an

Henry
order fOr the discharge as by the practice of the Queens

Bench in England might have done no one has so

far said that this court has any jurisdiction to question

the validity of it but it is claimed that as the writ of

habeas corpus intervened the court has the right not

only to deal with that but also the final order for the

discharge of the prisoner am quite ready to admit

that if the last mentioned order was founded on the

writ and that the writ was necessary to sustain the

order the latter must fail if its source fails but here the

order was quite independent of the writ and if valid

cannot be affected by any jurisdiction this court might

undertake to assert as to the writ To affect the final

order for discharge the mere assumption of power to

deal with the writ does not in my opinion confer

authority to deal with the order have searched in

vain to find case or authority that will sustain the

proposition that where judge has general authority

to issue writ of habeas corpus and having considered

and dealt with the question of the commitment and

detention of prisoner the court has quashed the writ

as improvident Crawfords Case has been referred

to but in that case the habeas corpus required the

prisoner to be brought before the court and cause to be

shown before it In that case the prisoner was comrn

mitted by the Court of Chancery in the Isle of Mann

for contempt and the court held the committal valid

and being so the cause shown was therefore sufficient

Erle said

Taking this then as an ordinary case of an application for habeas

corpus we are to see whether there has been lawful order of

competent tribunaL

13 613
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may say that when considering the matter of 1886

cause shown against my first order felt it to be my In re

ROBERT

duty to see whether there has been lawful order 01 EVAN

competent tribunal In Crawfords Case the court SPR0ULE

had in itself original jurisdiction and also by the writ Henry

This court has no original jurisdiction and the writ if

it had commanded the prisoner to be brought before it

would have been void

The right to legislate in respect of this court is given

to the Parliament of Canada by section 101 of the

British North America Act 1867

The Parliament of Canada may notwithstanding anything in the

Act from time to time provide for the constitution maintenance and

organization of general court of appeal for Canada and for the

establishment of any additional court for the better administration

of the laws of Canada

The Supreme and Exchequer Court Act of Canada

1875 section 15 provides that

The Supreme Court shall have hold and exercise an appellate

civil and criminal jurisdiction within and without the Dominion of

Canada

Sec 23 provides
An appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court in any case of proceed

ings for or upon writ of habeas corpus not arising out of criminal

charge

Sec 51
Any judge of the Supreme Court shall have concurrent jurisdic

tion with the courts or judges of the several provinces to issue the

writ of habeas corpus ad subjicienctum for the purpose of an inquiry

into the cause of commitment in any criminal case under any act of

the Parliament of Canada And if the judge shall refuse

the writ or remand the prisoner an appeal shall lie to the couit

By the latter section the appeal is only given to the

prisoner and by the 23rd section an appeal in matter

arising out of criminal charge is excepted Consider

ing together those two sections the conclusion is

irresistible that there is no appeal on the part of the

crown in criminal case and still an opposite opinion

has been expressed It will be seen that the jurisdic
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1886 tion given by section 51 to the individual judges of

in re this court is concurrent not only with the jurisdiction

ROBERT of the individual judges of the several provinces but

SEROULE concurrent with the jurisdiction of the courts If the

judge has the jurisdiction of the courts in the several

provinces why should he not have power to issue an

attachment for contempt conclude therefore that

the jurisdiction of judge of this court is wholly

unconnected with his position as member of the

appeal court of the Dominion It is jurisdiction given

to the judge to be exercised as in matter wholly uncon

nected with the functions of the appeal court To the

judge who acts in habeas corpus case is given juris

diction which gives him the power of court in any of

the provinces and unless an appeal is specially pro

vided for to this court fail to see how it can interfere

with the judicial acts of the judge any more than it

could with the decision of one of the courts in the

provinces Our statutes provide that the cases of con

tested elections shall be tried by judge of one of the

superir courts in the provinces The writ under the

seal of the court is issued There is no appeal to the

court of which the judge is member but to this court

Suppose in case decided by the judge the court of

which he was member was moved to quash the writ

and reverse the judgment given by him could it be

successfully contended that the court would have

power to do so The judge is authorized to use the

procss of the court in the exercise of special jurisdio

tion The writ was tested in the usual way and has the

seal of the court affixed to it but it is in connection

with matter beyond the jurisdiction of the court

The court as such has no jurisdiction and none is given

by statute How then can the mere use of the writ

give any jurisdiction to the court to reverse what the

judge may decree It writ giving jurisdiction to
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judge that the court as such could not exercise The I88

court has not the power to order the issue of the writ In re

or prevent its issue The law gives the judge the RERT

whole jurisdiction and enables him and him only to SPROULE

deal with it In Valin Langlois
the Privy Council Henry

held that

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada has power to impose

new duties upon existing provincial courts and give them power

to matters coming within the classes of subjects over which the

Dominion Parliament has jurisdiction

In addition to the appellate jurisdiction of the court

the statute provides that any one of the judges may

use Her Majestys writ of habeas corpus when in his

judgment----not that of the courta proper occasion is

presented It is true the writ in this case is issued as

the writ of the court and bearing its seal but it was so

issued on my part and specially allowed by and

signed by me The statute gave me the right to

do that which the court could not do or prevent and

whence then comes the right of the court to say that

exceeded my jurisdiction It may have been wrong for

me to issue the writ but in doing so respectfully sub

mit that the court has not the right to say so or to

reverse my judgment It has been excitedly said that

it would be monstrous that one judge by means of

habeas corpus should control the final decision of

capital case by court The consequences we were

told would be most serious My answer to that is that

if the power exists in regard to the juristhction to make

use of the writ of habeas corpus to inquire into the

existence of jurisdiction to try and convict prisoner

it has existed for centuries in England and for great

many years in the United States of America and we

have yet to hear reason to induce the conclusion that

the power is dangerous one We have to assume that

when Parliament intrusted the exercise of he power of

Apr Cas 115
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dealing with cases of habeas Crpvs to the judges of the

in re highest court in the Dominion it was not ignorant of

ROBERT the power of the courts and judges in England and in

SPROULE this country and fully expected that the judges of this

Henry court would deal es properly with such cases as at all

events the judges of subordinate courts If however

or any of my learned colleagues should happen to

err in any case we cannot found the jurisdiction of this

court upon the regrets or fears of some of its members

In case of doubtful jurisdiction in the humanityof

the law it might be by some and trust the larger

number considered better that the jurisdiction should

be assumed than that life of human being should

be sacrificed when there was no doubt in the mind of

the judge that he had been illegally convicted Better

than think for this court to assume jurisdiction to

prevent that being done dont however intend to

convey the impression that felt any doubt of my juris

diction over the subject matter or of the conclusions

at which arrived It was established satisfactorily

before me and admitted by the counsel for the Crown
that the order for the change of venue set out in the

record was not made until after the trial and con viction

of the prisoner and that the learned judge who presided

at the trial had so presided solely by the authority of

commission from the Lieutenant Governor Since the

argument before me proclamation to bring into opera

tion statute of British Columbia dispensing with the

necessity for commissions of oyer and terminer and

general gaol delivery by which the statute was in force

at and before the trial of the prisoner has been brought

to our notice Had it been notified to me would then

have had to consider the question of the right of the

legislature of British Columbia to pass such an act since

the incorporation of that Province as part of Canada

affecting as it did prerogative right of the crown
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it had not then the case was not altered The question 1886

of jurisdiction to pass that statute would admit of an In re

important and exhaustive argument That argument

must have been had before me and should have im SPROULE

properly even decided that the act was ultra vires and jr.j

that majority of this court should think that my
decision was wrong would that be sufficient to authorize

the court to assume jurisdiction and to decide that

because of an error of judgment on my part had

improperly exercised jurisdiction In case of

habeas corpus before the court in British Columbia

referred to in my first judgment the Chief Justice of

that court decided that the act was ultra vires must

contend that if it was at all question legitimately

before me for decision the writ cannot be dealt with at

all much less quashed by this court On the face of

the return the defect of jurisdiction appeared and how

can the question of my jurisdiction be affected when

exercised in May last by something now for the first

time shown The court should now say to the crown

according to the showing before the judge he had

jurisdiction when he decided the case and his decision

cannot be affected by new matters shown before this

court differ then with the conclusion of one or

more of my learned coleagues when assuming the right

of this court to decide as to my jurisdiction to issue the

writ upon evidence for the first time given at the present

argument The question as to my jurisdiction as far

as that question affects our decision must submit be

determined on the facts and evidence before me and not

upon any new facts shown Were it case of appeal

with permission to adduce further evidence the case

would be very different The affidavit upon which

the motion before us was made show the fact of the

introduction of the further eridence in question

It has been asserted that judge of this court has no
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1886 more power in habeas corpus case than judge of

In re provincial court and that as the last named court has
ROBERT

Ev jurisdiction to deal with its own writ this court has

SPR0uLE the same power To that answer first that under

Henry the provisions of the statute judge of this court has

the full power of provincial court and the two cases

are not in that respect parallel and secondly that

provincial court has original jurisdiction over the sub

ject-matter which this court has not We are told

again that the statute is ultra vires of the Dominion

Parliamentifit be so it must be so pronounced by

court of competent jurisdiction and the mere fact of its

being so cannot give power to any court otherwise

without jurisdiction to so declare itand how can

mere court of appeal constituted as this court is go out

of and beyond the jurisdiction prescribed by the

statutes creating it

Again it is said that the p0 ver given to judge of

this court being limited to an inquiry into the cause

of commitment in any criminal case under any act of

the Parliament of Canada had no jurisdiction This

provision may read two ways that is it may have been

meant to apply to the commitment only in criminal

casethe commitment being under any act of the

Parliament of Canada or it may also be construed to

apply only to cases where the offence was created by

an act of the Parliament of Canada The latter con

struction has been asserted to be the correct one but

cannot so read the provision The true grammatical

and as think the sensible and proper construction is

that it applies solely to the commitmentunder an act
the inquiry is to be in reference to the commitment

and the true construction think may by slight

change in the position of the words be given thus for

the purpose of an inquiry in any criminal case into the

cause of commitment under any act of the Parliamert
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of Canada or the provision may be construed by read- 1886

ing the words in any criminal case as if found at the In re

end of the provision The inquiry is certainly to be as OT
to the commitment and think the words in any

SPR0uLE

criminal case were inserted to limit it to criminal Henry

cases as distinguished from civil am the more ready

to adopt that construction not being able to find or

imagine any reason for attributing to Parliament the

intention to limit the jurisdiction of judge of this

court as the construction contended for would do when

the jurisdiction of the judges of the provincial courts is

not so limited No such reason has been advanced and

do not think any can be found more especially when

we reflect that the power otherwise given to judge of

this courL transcends that of the judges of the provincial

courts That the commitment of the prisoner was

under the acts of the Parliament of Canada will scarcely

be denied and it has not been The arrest and commit

ment of persons charged with crime are provided for by

statute as well as the venue and all proceedings on indict

ments The form of the indictment is given and sec 27

of cap 27 32 and 33 Vic provides for the sufficiency of

indictments when according to the form given in the

schedule to the act Admitting however that my con

struction when dealing with the case was wrong how

can my judgment be reversed by any court not having

original or other jurisdiction or the writ issued by me

quashed by any such court The fearful consequences

that we have been told likely to arise from the exercise

of the jurisdiction by judges such as has been done by

me in this case if not prevented has been alleged as

reason why this court should interpose and not only

should interpose but give it authority to do so if none

previously existed cannot subscribe to any such

doctrine If the administration of the law is defective

it is for the legislature who imposed the duties on
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judges of this court and gave them jurisdiction to inter

pose am of the opinion that it is the duty of the

ROBERT
court to declare the law such as it is If it be defective

EvAN we may sincerely regret it but because we do so we
POULE

cannot alter it whatever the results may be know
flenry of no jurisdiction that can be assumed under any cir

cumstances from what has been called necessity aris

ing in the minds of those using it for what they may
deem the proper decision of any case civil or criminal

This court is the creature of legislative enactments giv

ing it limited jurisdiction and specially providing for

the cases over which jurisdiction is given to it and it

cannot go beyond it We must assume that the parlia

ment when giving power in habeas corpus cases to the

judges of this court was of the opinion that they

might possibly exercise the jurisdiction properly and

therefore not only did not provide for an appeal on

the part of the Crown but expressly provided against

any For this court to assume jurisdiction in any way

is in my opinion going in the face of the statute

Besides parliament in its wisdom by an amendment

to the act withdrew from the court the original and

appellate jurisdiction conferred upon it and the judges

in habeas corpus cases in matters arising out of any
claim for extradition but in doing so did not change

or limit the powers of the judges in other matters

In reference then to the claim to exercise jurisdic

tion by this court from necessity may remind

those who make that claim that the decision of

the judge is not final but may be controlled by

Her Majesty the Queen by judgment of Her Privy

Council

As touching the right of this court to interfere in

this case by summary proceeding to set aside my
orders will refer to the case in re the Padstow Total

Loss and Collision Association Limited ex parte
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Bryant The court in that case decided on an 1886

appeal to discharge an order for winding up the asso- In

elation made by Malins 1880 that RJBERT

If court acting in assumed jurisdiction belonging to it makes an SPROULE

order which under the particular circumstances of the case is

beyond that jurisdiction the order must until it be discharged be _L
treated as subsisting order and can only be discharged upon an

appeal

In that case Jessel MR said

Assuming for the present that the association was an unlawful

one and that the court has no jurisdiction to make the order is the

proper mode of getting rid of that order to appeal against it

think it is think an order by court of competent jurisdiction

which has authority to decide as to its own competency when that

order was made must be taken to be decision by the court that it

had jurisdiction to make the order and consequently you may

appeal from it on the ground that there is error in theorder the

court having in fact no jurisdiction to make it

Brett L.J said

That order was the order of superior court which superior

court has jurisdiction under given state of facts to make wind

ing up order and if there has been mistake made in the parti

cular case and not in the assumption of jurisdiction which the court

had not should be inclined to say that the order could never have

been treated as long as it existed either by the court that made it

or by any other court as nullity and that the only way of getting

rid of it was by appeal The case therefore is one of appeal rather

than jurisdiction It is an erroneous judgment if erroneous at all

In the case now under consideration as one of

the judges of the highest court in the Dominion was

clothed with the jurisdiction in cases of habeas corpus

possessed not only by the judges individually but of

the courts in several provinces had therefore gen
eral power to deal with all cases in which application

was made to me to inquire into the commitment of

prisoners and my first inquiry would be as to myjuris

diction If found had none would refuse the writ

or an order to show cause why the prisoner should not

be discharged If on the contrary decided in favor

51 Eq 344
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.1886 of my jurisdiction the prisoner would obtain by the

In re proper legal means the benefit of that decision if

RBERT improperly refused to issue the writ or to discharge the

SPROULE prisoner the statute provided for an appeal by the

Henry prisoner to this court Was not therefore the position

occupied precisely similar to that of the court in the

case just referred to in which it was expressly decided

that the order could not be treated as nullity either

by the court that made it or any other court and that

the only way to get rid of it was by appeal can

discover no distinction between that case and this one

nor do think that any can be found by any one else

who has sound legal mind and judgment If such

doctrine be sound as respects court of unques
tioned jurisdiction over the subject-matter it can
not be unsound as respects court which has it not

dont wish it to be thought by any one that have

any objection to controlling power in this court in

cases like the present but have felt under the obliga
tion of ascertaining and deciding upon the contention

that it has have end eavored and trust successfully

to consider the matter before us in the same way
would have considered it my duty to do had the

circumstances arisen before any other judge of this

court and in that spirit have arrived at the conclusion

that this cour thas not and was not intended by Parlia

ment to have any such right or power as that contended

for and cannot aid those who are ready to assume

jurisdiction that does not exist unless indeed revealed

by some mysterious nebulous agency invisible to the

eyes of ordinary mortals

For my reasons as to other points taken and debated

during the argument must refer to my two previous

judgments in this case

The argument before the court in this case took place

in the absence of the prisoner He was served with
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notice to show cause why the writ should not be 1886

quashed and my order for his discharge set aside He

had the decision of judge of this court that he was

entitled to his discharge and an order to give effect to SPROULE

it The crown seeks while he is confined in gaol at

Victoria to quash the writ of habeas copus and set

aside the order which if valid which claim it to have

been till legally set aside entitled him to his discharge

He is required by the notice to show cause when it is

physically impossible for him to do in his own proper

person If prisoner so confined is in poverty and

unable to employ counsel the question of his life or

death must be considered and determined ex parte If

the same motion was made without notice to the

prisoner should think no court would hear it and is

it not substantially the same thing and the giving of

the notice mere form if the prisoner cannot do

what the notice is intended to prepare him for doing
think every principle of justice that requires that

every one shall be heard when his rights civil or

criminal are to be effected should govern in such cases

His counsel objected to appear until the court decided

upon the objection raised as to the absence of the

prisoner It was subsequently arranged that the argu

ment should proceed subject to the objection to be dealt

with by the court In answer to the objection the

want of jurisdiction of the court to issue writ of

hob.eas corpus is suggested and the want of that juris

diction is another reason why the court should not take

upon itself the right to entertain the motion made
think that under no circumstances should such motion

be entertained in the absence of the prisoner unless by

his own consent For the reasons have now given

and those to be found in my previous judgments
before referred to am of opinion the motion should

be refused
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1886 TASOITEREAU J.On the constitutionality of section

In re 51 of the Supreme Court Act which confers on the

1OBERT judges of this court the power to issue writs of habeas

SPROULE
corpus have always entertained grave doubts will

Taschereau refrain however from determining this question in the

present case as in the view take of it the writ now

under our consideration cannot be held to have issued

under vthat section of the Act This said section enacts

that any judge of this court has concurrent jurisdiction

to issue the writ of habeas corpus for the purpose of an

enquiry into the cause of commitment in any criminal

case under any act of the Parliament of Canada Now
murder is not crime nor criminal case under or in

virtue of any act of the Parliament of Canada It is

clear that parliament did not intend to confer on the

judges of this court power to issue the writ of habeas

corpus in all criminal cases whatsoever otherwise they

would not have added the words under any act of the

Parliamentof Canada These words constitute restric

tion limitation of the right to issue the writ which

we cannot overlook without grasping at jurisdiction

not intended to be conferred by the statute It has been

argued that because the proceedings in all criminal

cases are taken under the Procedure Act of 1869 this

makes any criminal case according to the terms of this

section 51 criminal case under an Act of the Parlia

ment of Canada but this contention it seems to me is

against the very words of the section The procedure

in all criminal cases must be under the Procedure Act

of 1869 so that the words under any act of the Parlia

ment of Canada would be surplusage and would

have no meaning if they were so interpreted This

interpretation would strike out these words and this

cannot be done It would be legislation under the

guise of interpretation Then how can murderbe said

to be criminal case under the Procedure Act of 1869
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We say crime or criminal case for instance under 1886

the Forgery Act or under the Malicious Injuries to In

Property Act or the Larceny Act or crime or E0131T

criminal case under the common law but how can it SPROULE

be said that murder is crime or that the trial for mur- 91asjeau

der is criminal case under the Procedure Act of 1869

Neither can it be contended as has been attempted

that if prisiner is committed by magistrate under 32

and 33 Vie ch 30 this constitutes case which

under this section 51 gives us the right to issue writ of

habeas corpus This would be reading the section as

saying into the cause of commitment under any act

of the Parliament of Canada omitting the words in

any criminal case or it would be contending that

murder is criminal case under the act respecting

Justices of the Peace as regards indictable offences

We must consequently hold that the writ in this

case did not issue under this section 51 of the Supreme

Court Act There was then under that Act no power

no jurisdiction whatever to issue it The judges of

this court and this court itself have no other powers

than those expressly conferred upon them by the

statute Their powers are exclusively statutory and

that this court is constituted court of common law

and equity must in conjunction with the British North

America Act be held to apply 1nly to the appellate

jurisdiction of the court not to any original jurisdiction

which parliament did not and could not confer upon it

It has been contended that this section 51 should be

interpreted as constituting each of the judges separate

court established with original jurisdiction in virtue

of section 101 of the British North America Act for the

better administration of the laws of Canada or in other

words that six courts have been so established This

contention seems to me untenable By its very first

section only two courts are established by the act
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The Supreme Court and the Exchequer Court not

eight as this proposition would assert

It being clear then that the writ of this court has

SPROULE been issued without authority it must necessarily fol

Faseati low that we have jurisdiction to quash it It would

be an extraordinary state of things if this court had not

the power of supervision over its own writs It is not

case of appeal Where as here judge having

limited jurisdiction exercises jurisdiction which does

not belong to him his decision or his acts amount to

nothing and do not create any necessity for an appeal

Attorney General Hotham proceeding so taken

is complete nullity nullity of non esse As we say

in civil law defectus potestatis nullitas nullitatum and

writ so issued without jurisdiction should not be

obeyed

On the merits of the case have very little to add to

what has been said by his Lordship the Chief Justice

with whom entirely concur on all points First as

to the presence of the prisoner In the view take of

the case it is evident that we would have no jurisdiction

to order the prisoner to be brought here To do so would

be in direct contravention of the principle hold to rule

the case As to the injustice and hardship that the

absence of prisoner as it has been argued might entail

in such cases we must take it for granted that each

court in each particular case will always see that

prisoner suffers no injustice Then it must be borne in

mind that on criminal appeals to the Privy Council

the prisoner is never present On criminal appeals

before the Court of Crown cases reserved likewise the

prisoner is never present And the court hears the

case whether the prisoner is defended by counsel or

not Beg Child Beg Daynes Beg

çi Turn Rues 219 12 Cox 64

12 Co 514
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Reeve Reg Rendail Reg Farrell Reg 1886

Greathead Reg Brown In re

In this court also the presence of the prisoner has

never been required in criminal appeals Laliberte SPROULE

The Queen Reg Gunningham Taschereau

On the question of the change of venue the record

shows perfectly valid and legal order That this

record could be contradicted by affidavits is to me an

untenable proposition The records of court are of such

high and supereminent authority that as read in

Stephens Comm 260 their truth is not to be called

into question For it is settled maxim that nothing

shall be averred against record nor shall any plea or

even proof be admitted to the contrary refer also to

llawkins Pleas of the Crown and Rex Carlile

and to Chief Justice Wilsons remarks and cases cited

in re McKinnon 10
Then if the plea of not guilty puts the order in ques

tion for change of venue in issue as matter of fact

the verdict of the jury is conclusive and the order must

be taken as having been duly proved If not guilty

did not put it in issue the question in the absence of

plea to the jurisdiction is at an end For the jurisdic

tion in question here it must not be lost sight of is

jurisdiction ratione personae only not rälione materiae

The court at Victoria had in law jurisdiction not only

to try the crimes committed within its district but

also all those the trial of which under sec 11 of the Pro

cedure Act had been transferred to it from any other

part of British Columbia To say that prisoner can

not confer jurisdiction on Court is true when the

court is incompetent ratione materiae but is not true

12 Cox 170 Can 117
12 Cox 598 Cassels Digest 107
12 Cox 605 Book ch sec 14
14 Cox 108 Ad 362
15 Cox 199 10 827
16
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1886 when the incompetency is ratione personae The

iTe prisoner for instance can himself ask the change of

RJBERT venue and then surely he submits to another jurisdic

SPROULE tion than his own In fact in the present case all the

Taschereau objections taken hereby the prisoner as to thejurisdiction

would be open to him if he is right in his contentions

even if the order changing the venue to Victoria had

been made at his own request and upon his own applica

tion

There are besides many other cases which the

court of Victoria has jurisdiction to try though the

offence has been committed outside its territorial juris

diction allude to those crimes which can by statute

be tried at any place where the prisoner is apprehended

or in custody as forgery bigamy perjury and various

others Rex James Reg Smythies Reg

Whiley

This section 11 of our Procedure Act is new enact.

ment so that no English cases absolutely in point can

be found But its terms are so clear that there can be

no difficulty in working it Paragraph two thereof enacts

in So many words that upon the order for the change

of venue being made all proceedings in the case shall

be had in the district where the venue has been trans

ferred as if the case had arisen or the offence been com

mitted therein These words alone settle the question

raised by the prisoner

observe that by the Act 87 Vic ch 42 sec it is

enacted that the Supreme Court of British Columbia

and any court thereafter to be constituted by the legis

lature of the said province and having the powers now

exercised by the said court shall have power to hear

try and determine all treasons felonies and indictable

offences whatsoever mentioned in any of the said acts

553 Den 498

1CL 150
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the Criminal Acts of 1869 which may be committed 1886

any part of the said province Inre

However as this clause has not been mentioned

before us refrain from inquiring here how far it affects SPR0uLE

or applies to this case Taschereau

Coming to another point hold that it was sumci

ent answer to the rule to show cause and fortiori

sufficient return to this writ that the prisoner was in

custody under the sentence of the court of oyer and

terminer Bethels case Gosset Howard

re Suddis Eight Report Criminal Law Commission

ers contrary doctrine would entitle every con

vict in any of our penitentiaries to be brought to Ottawa

on an affidavit that the court which tried him had no

jurisdiction The court of oyer and terminer of

Victoria was the court competent in this case not only

to try the prisoner but also to determine its own juris

diction and power to try him It determined it by

assuming it If it erred the only remedy the prisoner

had after moving in arrest of judgment if he chose

to do so there being no court of Crown cases reserved

was writ of error Rex Seton Rex Justices

of Yorkshire Rightly or wrongly there is no

appeal in criminal cases The conviction before

court of superior jurisdiction and its decision on

its own jurisdiction is unless reversed on writ

of error or by the court of Crown cases reserved

if any exist res judicata and as such pro vent ate

accepitur as said by Lord Tenterden in Rex
Carlile The judge presiding at the trial may

refuse to reserve case The Attorney General may
refuse his fiat for writ of error But hard as this may
seem to be the law is that in such case the prisoner

Salk 348 See 828

1OQ.B.411 7T.R 373

East 306 467

195 Ad 362
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1886 has no way of avoiding either the rulings of the court

or the verdict of the jury or the sentence of the court

1rERT but by applying to the Crown And venture to say

SPROULUL that if parliament ever attempts to change the law on

Taschereau this matter and seeks to give defendant in criminal

case the right to have conviction against him reviewed

it is not to judge in chambers that this power will be

given

What would be the consequences if the proposition

enunciated in this case on the part of the prisoner were

sustained Purely and simply it seems to me that

any judge whether of this court or of the Supreme

Court of British Columbia would have the right to

liberate prisoner on the ground of want of jurisdic

tion in the court that tried him even after his convic

tion has been affirmed either in the court of error or in

this court or in the Privy Council Or that when as in

Reg Goldsmith for instance the prisoner has con

tended that the indictment disclosed no crime and con

sequently gave no jurisdiction to the court judge in

chambers who would adopt that view might discharge

the prisoner even after not only the judge at the trial

but even the court of crown cases reserved has held

the contrary Or that when as in Re Carr the

very question reserved was as to the jurisdiction of the

court to try the prisoners judge on habeas corpus

might have liberated the prisoner if the judge

presiding at the trial had not reserved case or

even after the conviction was affirmed on case

reserved But need not go out of the case now
under consideration to illustrate how untenable is

the position taken here on the part of the prisoner

writ of error was by him taken and after argument the

conviction was affirmed by the full court of British

Columbia the judges being unanimous If the judges

12 Cox 479 15 Cox 129
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had not been unanimous the prisoner would have had 1886

an appeal to this court But that not being so the judg-

ment of the full court of BritishColumbia was final Yet 1T
the prisoner would contend that though this court on SPROULE

this very question of jurisdiction cannot review the Taschereau

decision of the court of British Columbia yet judge

either of this court or of British Columbia sitting in

chambers has the power to reverse that judgment on

the very question of jurisdiction and to liberate the

prisoner say either of this court or of the British

Columbia court for the powers of the judges of this

court under section 51 of this Act or under the common

law if any exist under one or the other are concurrent

with the powers of any of the judges of British Columbia

That means as read it that if judge of this court had

the power to issue this writ any judge in British Col

umbia had the same power

To these cases already cited may be added one from

the Province of Quebec cx parte Plante In that case

the prisoner had been sentenced to the penitentiary for

life although fourteen years was the maximum fixed

by the statute he applied for writ of habeas corpus to

Chief Justice Bowen but the learned judge refused to

discharge him on the ground that he could not on

writ of habeas corpus act as court of error and revise

the sentence of the criminal court would also add

Reg Smith where Burns says That after

sentence pronounced no remedybut the writ of error

is left to the prisoner and also Reg Powell

where it was held that the proper proceeding to reverse

judgment of the Court of Quarter Sessions is by writ

of error not by habeas corpus also to the American case

of Grignon Astor

On the question of whether an order to discharge the

106 21 215

10 99 How 319
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1886 prisoner can issue without writ being issued or with

In re out the prisoner being brought up have only to say

REOBERT that if such practice has ever existed it is it seems to

SPROULE me loose and illegal one and one which we should

Taschereau not sanction Under sections 53 61 and 62 of 32 and

33 Vic ch 30 prisoner may be aduiitted to bail with

out writ of habeas corpus but that cannot be extended

to discharge sine die

have oniy one more remark to make It is as to the

well established rule that if corpus delicti appears by

the depositions against prisoner the judge should not

set him at liberty however defective or irregular the

commitment might be In the present case may take

it for granted after the verdict of the jury that the

depositions against the prisoner charged him with one

of the most heinous crimes known to the law Yet

were he to have the benefit of this order given by the

learned judge in chambers he would be set at large

This was necessary consequence of the granting of

this writ as certiorari to return the deposition could

not under our statute have been issued by the learned

judge according to the decision of this court in the

Trepanier case But this it is evident demonstrates

what serious consequences would follow the exercise of

the power if it existed by single judge sitting in

chambers to assume the the functions of court of error

and review the decisions of the superior courts of the

country even on question of jurisdiction The court

of oyer and terminers judgment in the case on the ques

tion of its own jurisdiction had it been distinctlyraised

before it would have been final and conclusive until

reversed by the court of error The fact that the prisoner

did not raise any such objection before the court itself at

any time during or after the trial can surely not give

him the right to raise it afterward before judge in

chambers
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Different other grounds of error have been assigned
i88

by the prisoner before the British Columbia court But

we do not sit here in appeal from the decision of that

court and the objections there taken by the prisoner to SPROULE

the proceedings of the court of oyer and terminer wereTasau

not grounds for habeas corpus and are not now before

us may however notice the objection that no venue

whatsoever as contended by the prisoner is laid in the

indictment Now in fact venue is laid in the margin

thereof according to section 15 of the Procedure Act

If not proper one section 23 of the Procedure Act

covers that defect Beg OConnor and that class

of cases cannot now be followed But moreover this is

defect apparent on the face of the indictment and one

which clearly could have been amended Beg Ash-

burton that by section 32 of the same act the

prisoner cannot now avail himself of that defect The

analogous English clause says Every formal defect

But ours says Every defect The section is as follows

Section 32 Every objection to any indictment fcr any defect

apparent on the face thereof must be taken by demurrer or motion

to quash the indictment before the defendant has pleaded and not

afterwards and every court before which any such objection is

taken may if it be thought necessary cause the indictment to be

forthwith amended in such particular by some officer of the court or

other person and thereupon the trial shall proceed as if no such

defect had appeared and no motion in arrest of judgment shall be

allowed for any defect in the indictment which might have been

taken advantage of by demurrer or amended under the authority of

this Act

See Burns Justices of the Peace 38 ROth ed
On the question of the proper constitution of the

court of oyer and terminer and of the court of error

entirely agree with the Chief Justice and for the

reasons by him given that here also the prisoners con

tentions are entirely unfounded

am of opinion that this application should be

16 48
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1886 allowed and that the writ of habeas corpus and the

order to discharge the prisoner should be quashed and
ROBERT

set aside

SPEOULE am not sorry may say in fine to have been able to

rasieai reach this conclusion perfectly satisfied as am that

the prisoner in this case has had fair and legal trial

duly appreciate the highly beneficial character of the

writ of habeas corpus as one of the most effective safe

guards of the liberty of the subject but cannot forget

that society has also its rights and that the courts of the

country are bound to see that the writ is not taken

advantage of for the protection of felons and convicts

Motion allowed Writ of habeas corpus

quashed and the order and proceed

ings consequent thereon also set aside

Solicitor for the Crown Attorney General of British

Columbia

Solicitor for the prisoner Theodore Davie


